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Abstract 

Abstract 

This is a case-study analysis of the Leicestershire County Library Service 

since 1963. It explores the way that contextual change has affected 

management. In examining the impact of another round of local 

government restructuring, attention is drawn to the effect of its now 

diminished administrative area, and even more ineffiCient network of 

small libraries centred on a semi-urban balance of communities outside 

Leicester. The view is offered that management/structural change has 

reached a point where to some extent it has yoked its own past. 

Reorganisation in 1997 would mean a collapse of 23 years of Lionel 

McColvin's original idea of an administrative 'unit' comprising, among 92 

others, a combined Leicestershire and Rutland. 

The idea of change is one of analogy to that of a strong tide meeting with 

an accommodating but robust coastline that yields where resistance 

would destroy, and accommodates in order to receive further change. It 

is the response to change that makes further change possible, and the 

management of the service network in Leicestershire has followed a 

logical continuum whether that management has focused on each 

library, groups of libraries, or teams of professional librarians working 

away from the front line and across several groups linked to broad or 

small areas. Each stage would prove accommodating to previous change, 

and receptive to the next. 

This survey explores the concepts of continuity and change, suggests 

that through change, it is sometimes possible to find continUity, and 

hints at the suggestion that one aspect of continuity is an implied 

reference to recent change. The way that this argument is developed 

here, is through management/structural change. 
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Continuity and Change in Public Library Management: 
Leicestershire: A Case Study: 1963-1997 

'Libraries, like all other institutions must grow and adapt to changing 
requirements and conditions .. .' 

President John F. Kennedy, 1963, National Libraries Week 

'To live is to change, and to be perfect is to have changed often .. .' 

Newman:- quoted, Leicestershire County Library Annual Report, 1972173 

In the world of libraries, as in other areas, key external factors 
(social, economic, political and technological) are combining to produce 
an era of 'discontinuous' change ... that is change that represents a 
radical shift away from the assumptions and preconceptions of previous 
eras so that the past and its precedents are no guide to the future. In 
public libraries ... suggestions of a fee-based leisure service or an 
income generating, high tech, 'added value' information service 
represent a discontinuous shift away from the tradition of a 'free' and 
'comprehensive' public service ... 

Social change alters the nature of society's needs - including the 
ways in which libraries are used, and thus the defined purpose and 
stated priorities library service. Technological change alters the tools -
the systems and structures - by which purpose can be achieved and 
service delivered. Economic change alters the resources available, 
and political change alters the policy framework .... 

Bob McKee, Planning Library Service, 1989 

x 



Introduction 

Introduction 

The reality for public service managers in the turbulent 
environments which they face often means, for example, little time for 
effective planning, sudden policy changes which strip them of their 
budgets, or uncertainty as to the long term status and structure of 
their organisations .... Understanding the past Is however one means of 
anticipating the future, a future for public library services set fair for 

1 
further turbulence and change. 

Margaret Kinnell-Evans: All Change?: Management Strategies For 
The 1990s ... 

A Background and Aims and Objectives 

In 1991, local library authorities were poised to anticipate yet another 

period of what Kinnell-Evans, in conclusion to her work, All change?, 

referred to as 'turbulence and change' 2. The focus of this study will 

Similarly centre around the strategic management of library services 

since the 1960s, but will take just the Leicestershire County Library 

Service by way of an in-depth case analysis. However, it will attempt 

to bring part of Kinnell-Evans' work forward, by paying special 

attention to the impact on library management in Leicestershire after 

what had been anticipated in the earlier work had actually led to 

localised change. 

What was interesting, was that the four Leicestershire County 

Librarian interviewees all felt that they had adapted to change, but 

equally, that they were also able to recognise a stability of purpose in 

an otherwise unstable operating environment. In part, this is to be 

aware of the 'artistic approach to management' 3, as this term seems 

to encapsulate best the roles of 'communicating, leadership and goal 

setting' that they each used to convey their past, or, in the current 

Acting Chief Librarian's case, his priorities for the future. 

1 



Introduction 

This is also a local historical study, as there appears to have been no 

attempt to provide such a angle on Leicestershire since Jirn Olle's 

unpublished history of the old County Library Service in 19744. This 

perspective is conveyed here by using a wealth of hitherto unrecorded 

reflections and important documents scattered across the last 23 

years of management change. 

At the outset, it needs to be stressed that the 'Leicestershire County 

Library Service' is a reference to the County Council's provision of 

library services across an administrative area that has often been only 

one part of a greater geographical Leicestershire. As will become 

apparent, the two have not necessarily coincided or remained 

constant throughout this period. 

In 1962, for example, the year of the significant Bourdillon Working 

party5 report, and the starting point for this study, provision of library 

services across a geographical Leicestershire was the responsibility of 

some six separate library authorities6
, with the County service being 

the last to be able to adopt the Public Library Acts in 1924. Mter 

1946, the County was also providing library services to Rutland, a 

situation that was reinforced after the 1974 local government 

reorganisation, when Rutland became part of a greater 'Leicestershire' 

and disappeared as a separate County. 

When reorganisation took effect in 1974, the library service that was 

being provided by the County Council was by far the largest 

individually provided service in Leicestershire. This was clearly the 

case in terms of size and number of service points, but also, the 

benefits of an expanding bookfund had enabled Leicestershire to 

accumulate a bookstock of around 1,250,000 items7
• Leicester, the 

closest in population, had a stock level of less than half a million6
• 

However, as Geoffrey Smith pointed out, Leicester and the smaller 

2 



Introduction 

However, as Geoffrey Smith pointed out, Leicester and the smaller 

merging independent library authorities, were able to bring to the new 

'Leicestershire' a greater combined population than had hitherto been 

provided by the County Library Service9
• 

This situation remained in place unW 1997, when, following the 1992 

Local Government Act, the County was divided again, and 

Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland became separate library 

authorities. This was not dissimilar to that which had existed before 

1974, the only major difference being a much higher framework of 

current co-operation between Leicestershire and Leicester. 

However, in analysing management response to change since 1963, 

this work will be focusing purely on the County Library Service's fluid 

administrative area. Attention will be drawn to the many 

management and fmancial challenges facing the efforts by each of the 

four County Librarians responsible for the service since 1963, to focus 

the service outwards rather than merely to look inwards towards 

administrative needs and arrangements. As Geoffrey Smith remarked, 

'it's all about people' 10, and it is this perspective which makes the 

views of the four most senior of those who have regarded themselves 

to have been at the centre of change so important. 

One of the more interesting aspects about Leicestershire has been its 

relative managerial/ structural stability at key moments of what could 

otherwise have been traumatic change. At the time of the 1974 

reorganisation, Geoffrey Smith had run the County Library Service for 

nearly 11 years, and it obviously helped with the management of the 

new greater Leicestershire that he was appointed in a 'competitive 

interview' to run the reconstituted Leicestershire Libraries and 

Information Service, and that the new management structure was 

more an adaptation of the old County network. Likewise by the time 

3 
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of the next local government reorganisation in 1993-1997, 

Leicestershire could draw on the long experience of a number of key 

players - John Hinks and Peter Oldroyd. Both were in the position of 

being able to handle the changes affecting a County they knew well -

better, perhaps, than would have been possible for a new team of 

unfamiliar staff. 

B Methodology 

Apart from having had access to Leicestershire annual library reports 

from 1960-1973, and a host of other key management/historical 

documents from the last thirty years, the main methodology for this 

study has followed closely the approach adopted by both Kinnell

Evans" and Usherwood'2 in their respective case-studies of changes 

in public library management, and the role of the elected member. In 

a series of two to three hour interviews from June to August, 1997, 

research was undertaken with both the current Acting Chief Officer, 

and each of his three predecessors, in order to establish a focused 

senior management continuum for the County Library Service since 

1963. The areas of discussion were sent to each interviewee in 

advance', and the interview was then taped and subsequently 

tranSCribed, before being returned to the interviewee for further 

comment or verification. None of them edited their own version of the 

interviews to suit a subsequent reflection, and, as far as possible, 

each quotation has kept to an integrity of style. The four interviewees 

and their time of service in descending order can be seen below: 

The interview schedules can be seen in appendices one (Geoffrey Smith), two (Jo 
Kennedy and John Hinks) and three (Peter Oldroyd). 

4 



• Peter Oldroyd -

• John Hinks -

• Jo Kennedy -

• Geoffrey Smith -

Introduction 

Acting Chief Officer, Leicestershire Libraries 

and lriformation Service (UJS) since April 

1997. 

Director, UJS, April 1993 - March 1997. 

Director, UJS, April 1990 - March 1993. 

County Librarian, Leicestershire County 

Libraries, May 1963 - March 1974. 

County Librarian, UJS, April 1974 - 1980. 

Director, UJS, 1980 - 1990. 

With each interviewee, it was important to elicit the impact of outside 

change, and how they wanted to respond both as librarians, and as 

managers, to that change. They were each more than happy to 

discuss what they saw as the current direction of the library service, 

and not only in Leicestershire, as a result of recent local government 

reorganisation, but also beyond. There was an interesting level of 

agreement as to the purpose of public libraries, and the 'core' service 

elicited strong comment, as did the question of the best administrative 

and management structure capable of delivering such a service. 

There were some keenly felt comments about the 'Rutland question', 

whilst in other areas, if there was an acceptance of marketing, it is fair 

to add, that, with the exception of Geoffrey Smith, there was no great 

enthusiasm for it either. 

Chapters Two and Three will focus on structural change since 1963, 

and will pay close attention to the ways in which management 

structures organically alter to either contain or develop recent change. 

Furthermore, structures that develop change can evolve to a point 

where their flexibility can antiCipate, and thereafter absorb, further 

change from whatever quarter it may arise. Responding to change 

should correspond more to the analogous accommodation of a robust, 

but flexible, coastline to a high tide that alters yet again what it 

5 
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crosses without severe destIuction, than to an incompetently built 

flood defence that is simply swept away. In other words, structures 

have to be internally strong enough to withstand uninvited 

destruction, as well as sufficiently flexible to receive creative or 

entrepreneurial change, and thereby make response an option. 

Moreover, responding to change ensures receptivity to further change. 

Chapter Four will then examine management processes, looking In 

particular at the tools of management, and their manipulation in the 

service of change. Part of this Chapter will include the impact of 

technology, and this will enable the analysis to flow nicely into the 

Conclusion where an attempt will be made to assess Leicestershire 

through some of Peter Oldroyd's current priorities. This will include 

looking behind at the recent reorganisation/restructuring, and looking 

forward to a possible new context for further change. 

Disentangling the threads of continuity and change should lead 

towards the conclusion that, as of 1997, the County Library Service is 

attempting administratively to look forwards and outwards, whilst yet 

stIuggling with parts of its traditional historical focus and 

administrative structure grounded for better or worse in the past. 

6 



Chapter 1 

Chapter 1: 

The Changing Political, Economic, Social and Technological 
Context of Library Management Since 1960 

Since 1974, the structures of public library services have been 
detennlned not only by the size of authorities. Providing more 
extensive services to groups within the community has been 
significant. The need to economise on staffing has been an Important 
factor. Chief librarians have had to maximise the Impact of their 
professional staff and spread them ever more thinly across the 
increasingly varied functions. The result has been a move to 'matrix' 
and team structures, with ad hoc project groups sometimes being used 
for specific purposes and then disbanded when these are fulfilled. 
'RestructUring' has therefore become a euphemism for coping with the 
loss of profeSSional posts and the need to cover service speciallsm with 

13 
fewer librarians. 

Margaret Evans: Management Change Since 1974 

1.1 A Wider Context? 

The historical wider context in which library management has 

revolved will be the subject of this opening Chapter. Management 

change within Leicestershire has not occurred within a vacuum, and 

so needs to be fIxed within a broader political, economic, social and 

technological framework. Each of the interviewees could look 

pragmatically at change, and each appeared aware that an inadequate 

or fragmented response to discontinuous change could threaten the 

future development of public libraries. 

7 



Chapter 1 

1.2 Political Change and Analysis 

Looking at the history of the public library movement since circa 

1962, there have been a number of identifiable political, economic, 

social and technological landmarks. 

1.2.1 The 1964 Public Libraries and Museums Act 

Much as the Bourdillon report on standards clearly had a significant 

political and managerial impact at that time, of more enduring 

influence has been the 1964 Public Libraries and Museums Act. 

Its most significant demand was that provision of library services 

should be mandatory on local authorities, with the Government 

'superintending' their 'comprehensive and efficient' delivery. This 

would ensure that there would be a new centrally dominated context 

within which a traditionally locally managed service could be 

influenced by national politics and macro economics. The Act was of 

little immediate relevance to Leicestershire since library services were 

already being provided across the County, but one important effect 

that it did have, was that advantage was taken of the provision which 

allowed County Councils to establish separate Library Committees. 

Hitherto subordinate to the Education Committee, by 1965, the 

library service had grown in importance sufficient to warrant the need 

for a separate Library Committee, with the County Librarian acting for 

the first time as a County Chief Officer. 

Since 1964, then, service management has been dominated by both 

the need to provide a 'comprehensive and efficient' service, and also 

the further problem of having to address the 'special needs' of adults 

and children. This came to include - in the 1970s especially - the 

8 
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special needs of the elderly, the disabled and, of importance to 

authorities such as Leicestershire, ethnic communities. 

The library profession generally, as well as local politicians, have 

tended to see prOviding a 'comprehensive' service as vague, and 

capable of manipulation to justifY whatever the immediate demand is 

for funding. What is true, though, is that 'comprehensive and 

efficient' have cohabited awkwardly, and that 'fit' has been made even 

worse by the way in which subsequent economic pressures have 

demanded economies in local authority expenditure. Likewise, the 

need to provide for the 'special' requirements of adults and children 

has had the effect of widening the range of possible services that can 

legally be provided by library authorities at the same t~me that there 

has been a corresponding downsizing of funding. The· 1970 

Chronically Sick and Disabled Act, as well as reports such as The 

libraries' choice'4 in 1978, further strengthened this pressure on 

library authorities to provide more outreach services. As will be 

shown later, responding to all these demands produced a funding 

crisis for Leicestershire as early as the late 1960s. 

1.2.2 The 1972 Local Government Act 

However, one of the biggest contextual changes for library authorities 

would come in the years immediately following the 1972 Local 

Government (England and Wales) Act. From a management point of 

view, this had an impact more on 'how' services were to be provided 

than of 'what' sort of provision library authorities needed to be 

concerned with. Nor should it be forgotten, that reducing the number 

of library authorities in England and Wales from 460 to 121 ensured 

that the new library authorities would be both larger and 

administratively more complex'S. Subsequent to 1974, Hinckley, 

Melton, Oadby, Loughborough and Leicester all disappeared as 

9 
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independent library authorities. Rutland was also abolished and 

became one amongst nine new district councils created within a much 

larger 'Leicestershire'. 

1.2.4 Corporate Management After 1974 

Reorganisation in 1974 also introduced a new style of corporate 

management, but local authorities had been led to expect change as a 

result of the Redcliffe-Maud'6 and Bains'7 reports on the structure 

and management of local government in 1969 and 1972 respectively. 

Both reports drew attention to an 'ingrained departmental approach to 

management' '8, and to the separateness and lack of corporate unity of 

services provided by local authorities. 

The effect of this thinking often meant that after 1974 when 

authorities came to decide on committee structures to encompass new 

'programmes' of multiple interests and linked services, libraries were 

partly seen within an educational context, and partly within that of 

leisure and/or arts and museums'9. In turn, where linked interests 

and services coalesced into larger directorates, there were those who 

felt that where libraries were involved, they would be afforded a lesser 

prominence to higher profile colleagues and services, and especially in 

those authorities which did not have a librarian as a Chief Officer for 

the wider directorate concerned'o. 

Because of the division of responsibilities in the counties between 

services provided by the County Councils, and those provided by the 

lower tier district authorities, larger directorates were less common. 

In Leicestershire, libraries remained as a separate department, though 

responsible, with museums to a joint Libraries and Museums 

Committee". Geoffrey Smith found this arrangement congenial, 

10 
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because it meant that he could trade ideas and solutions with services 

that he felt had a common Identity and purpose with those of the 

Library Service. Though none of his successors in the 1990s, found 

being responsible to a joint Committee a major source of contention, 

Peter Oldroyd considered that what was irritating, was having to 

present statistics all the time in order to prove the worth of the Library 

Service against what he termed the 'sexier' profIle of the Museums 

service
22

• 

The new post 1974 'corporate' style meant that most of the services 

provided by a local authority were linked by joint programmes and 

projects, and library services would thereafter have to be seen within 

the context of the wider local authority 'corporate' vision and purpose. 

1.2.5 New Management 

With respect to individual services, a more hierarchical structure was 

created that would incorporate a much greater team-orientated style 

of management. Chapters Two and Three will examine the hierarchical 

management, but team professional, approach that the Leicestershire 

Library Service developed as an appropriate strategy for the new 

culture. This would not only be a strategy for the 23 years that 

followed the 1974 reorganisation, but, just as importantly, it was also 

a part of the years that would anticipate change from 1970 to 1974. 

11 
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1.2.3 The 1992 Local Government Act 

The English non-metropolitan counties remained, for the most part, 

structurally stable until the time of the 1992 Local Government Act. 

This has had the effect of breaking up some of the shire counties into 

smaller unitary authorities. Leicestershire, which was investigated as 

part of a second 'tranche' in 199323
, returned to some of its pre-1974 

administrative structure, and both Leicester and Rutland (which had 

reappeared as an administrative County) became separate unitary 

authorities as from April 1st 1997. Responsibility for library provision 

across the remainder of Leicestershire would thereafter belong to a far 

smaller County Library Service. This would mark a return to an 

administrative area far smaller than its histOric geographical 

boundary. The implications of this are discussed in Chapter Three 

and the Conclusion. 

Although, there would be nowhere near the number of library 

authorities which had existed before 1974, as far as Lionel McColvin's 

earlier vision in 1942 of 93 large administrative library units was 

concerned24
, the 1992 Act could have been construed as a 

retrogreSSive step. Especially, one might add, as the earlier 1974 

reorganisation had actually realised at least one of McColvin's planned 

units with the combining of Leicestershire and Rutland25. 

12 
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1.3 Economic Change 

For managers of public libraries, the impact of economic change has 

been most keenly felt in diminished funding, and a myriad of new 

expensive expectations and technologies to manage. The 'Fordist' 

welfare state that existed from 1945 until 1979, gave way to a 'post 

Fordist' reliance on more competitive information as Britain argued its 

way out of a manufacturing-based economy and settled on one that, 

in line with other western economies, was more service-led and 

consumer oriented. 

For public library management, the effect has come to be one of 

increasing attention to the information needs of small businesses, and 

a greater emphasis on the strategic and marketing aspect of targeting 

services to those who have seemed likely to need them most at a time ' 

when not all should expect 'comprehensive' prOVISIOn. 

'Comprehensive' gave way to what the Office of Arts and Libraries in 

1991, termed a 'local emphasis' on those aspects most applicable to 

local strategic planning26
. 

Both the DNH Review in 199527 and Reading the Future
28 in 1997 

wanted libraries to assume a more proactive educational/economic 

function with regard to information provision, and to pay less 

attention to recreational objectives
29

• As elsewhere in the UK, 

Leicestershire did not escape national economic fluctuations, but 

unemployment managed to stay below both the East Midlands and 

national averages30
• Although there has been some diversification into 

the newer service-based industries, its manufactUring base has 

remained larger than average, and has traditionally been based on 

small textiles, hosiery and clothing firms"' - hence the preponderance 

of scattered communities with small libraries, and all the library 
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management difficulties associated with that pattern of 

settlement/ development. 

1.4 Social Change 

Social change is a reflection of changes in habits as much as 

demographic changes. and the taste of the reader has always had an 

impact throughout the history of the public library service8233
• Within 

Leicestershire. there has long been an awareness of the need to 

diversifY the sources and media of information. and especially so in 

the 1960s when an annually expanding bookfund (at least when 

compared to the 1980s and 1990s) allowed the County to develop 

comprehensive collections of information and other non-fiction 

material84
• 

As new technologies emerged in the 1980s. so the social ramifications 

of new leisure opportunities were felt in added pressure on public 

libraries to diversifY into new technological media and formats. and a 

diminished demand for the traditional function of the library service 

as a prOvider of print-based material. Appendix four shows how the 

total and per capita value of the bookfund have been declining 

nationally since 1988/8985
• Book issues. apart from a small reversal 

in 1991/92. have been declining steadily since 1984/85. long before 

any reciprocal impact was felt on the bookfund. In Leicestershire. 

both the bookstock and book issues have been declining in tandem 

only since 1991/92 (appendix six). There is a suggestion that the 

maintained bookstock was the result of an over-protected bookfund at 

the expense of other media developments. Jo Kennedy certainly felt 

this86
• As for the more recent falling demand in issues. Peter Oldroyd 

was to refer to the bookstock in such disparaging terms that poor 

quality could be the main reason 87. Diminished opening hours could 
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be another, but overall. it is probably safe to conclude that declining 

book issues have been more a product of changing social or 

recreational needs and outlets. Chapter Four will examine further, 

the impact that technology has had and continues to have on 

management thinking in this area. 

However, this analysis does not apply to children's issues, for as the 

LISU trend statistics show, over the ten year period, 1984/85-

1994/95, the percentage share of children's issues has increased 

nationally from 17% to 21% whilst adult fiction and non-fiction have 

declined from 83% to 79%. The new national curriculum since 1988 

will have been partly responsible for the changed pattern of demand, 

and the emphasis on project-based study has been reflected in the 

pressure on public libraries to provide more current and diverse 

material as well as more convenient opening hours'. Leicestershire 

has traditionally placed great emphasis on what Oldroyd called this 

'non-negotiable' area of provision38
, and children's issues have 

traditionally held up well. 

1.5 New Technologies 

The last thirty years have seen rapid changes both in terms of the 

services that can be provided by local library authorities and the 

manner in which they can be provided. New technologies have been 

behind both. As library services have moved away from being purely 

book and institution-based into a less defmable technological sphere 

that has both benefited and distracted users and management alike, 

so too have the same technologies helped to provide these new 

services from wider and more fragmented sources, and with the effect 

on users as belonging to some vague 'cyberspace'. Library managers 

have welcomed the new computer-based technologies for aiding the 

greater flow of management information, but have found the same 
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developments a challenge on account of their high capital investment 

and on-going revenue funding needs. 

New computer-based stock acquisition, issue and circulation systems 

have also had a beneficial effect on many of the traditional routine 

functions of libraries, and a proliferation of opportunities for 

devolvement to non-professional and other generalist management 

staff in the running of the smaller service pOints. Yet, the new 

technologies have prOvided dilemmas for managers. Falling adult 

fiction issues in recent years, the expense of maintaining stock tied to 

smaller libraries, and the challenge of digitally available material, for 

example, are influencing thinking on how services can be more 

'comprehensively' provided - especially in rural counties. How this 

relates to current strategiC management in Leicestershire will be 

discussed further in Chapter Four. 

1.6 Threats or Challenges to the Public Library Service? 

The last thirty years have also seen threats to the public library 

service. Some of these threats have been ideological, reaching for the 

very heart or core of the public library movement, whilst others have 

been logistical or, in other words, fmancial - affecting both 'how' and 

'what' services are provided. 

1.6.1 Ex Libris and the 1988 Green Paper 

In 1986 the Adam Smith Institute published a paper, Ex Lib1is
39

, 

which challenged the library service to justify its provision of fiction· 

'on the rates'. This involved a debate that has been omni-present 

throughout the history of the public library movement
4041

, and, to be 

fair, the library profession has never been entirely unanimous in its 
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reply. Ex Libris merely added yet another incoherent voice to those 

who have long since exploited the 'great fiction debate' and elicited a 

sometimes equally incoherent response from the public library 

movement. 

In 1988 the Government issued a Green Paper that was consultative 

and more conciliatory in tone42
. 'Four subjects for debate' were 

introduced that, in essence, asked the library profession to jUstIfY the 

free provision of services that were additional to the 'free' core book 

and print-based traditional materials that the Government pledged 

itself to continue to support. Its legacy was felt in the 1989 Local 

Government and Housing Act and the 1991 Library Charges (England 

and Wales) regulations that sprang from it. These required Chief 

Librarians to reassess their poliCies on charging and 'free' core 

services 43. 

1.6,2 'Fee or Free'? 

The phrase 'free or fee' was coined to help polarise debate around the 

professional response to the Green Paper. However, the central 

problem for the public library movement would remain how to jUstIfY 

library services continuing to develop, and, more importantly, expand 

as 'free' services at a time when the alleged economic need for severe 

cuts in local authority spending was being set alongSide much higher 

levels of literacy than had been the case in the nineteenth century, 

and, relatively, much cheaper books. How to maintain and extend 

'free' provision within this wider context of a changed social and 

economic fabric? With Britain between recessions in 1988, and 

incurring high social spending as a legacy of economic decline, the 

prosperous fmancial and social conditions that had initially given 

such an impetus to the growth of the library movement in certain key 

periods such as 1886-1914, and throughout the 1960s, no longer 
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44 . 
existed . The changed context proved problematic for the professional 

library service, and the debate is one that still continues today, and, 

as with other 'funding-related' issues, was one that would occupy the 

attention of library management in Leicestershire. 

Outside organisations such as Comedia 45 also entered the discussion, 

whilst from within the library profession, writers such as Kinnell-
46 4748 h . Evans and McKee ave drawn attentIon to the need for the library 

movement to respond positively to what they feel should be a 

'paradigm shift' from a less professional to a more market and 

corporatist management-oriented service. The alternative view put 

forward by writers such as Usherwood looked instead at what was 

seen as a conflict between the 'new managerialist'49 approach, and the 

legal and ethical requirement of public libraries to provide a 

'comprehensive and efficient' service. 

1.6.3 A New Language and the Privatisation of Ethics? 

The 'new' library managers of the 1980s thus had to speak a different 

language with a different tone to that of their more professionally

oriented librarian predecessors, and Leicestershire was no exception .to 

this process50
• The new technological advances - in themselves a spur 

to the growth of market-based philosophies - were grounded in a 

harsher marketing framework. Services would henceforth need to be 

'targeted' at the users that the new management-based information 

systems were identifying as more focused than their 'comprehensive' 

counterparts of 30 years ago. Furthermore, library 'use' has needed 

'evaluating' in order to demonstrate its 'efficiency', and has had to be 

'economical' in order to be fully 'accountable' to those who are 

'stakeholders' in the service. Internal management-useful statistics 

have had to be focused outwards as successful indicators of the worth 

of the service, and targeted at users by way of completing the circle of 
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accountability. 'Borrowers' and 'readers' have become 'users' and 

'customers' of services that, as a result of another of the 'four subjects 

for debate', can perhaps be contracted out to outside organisations. 

1.7 The DNH Review (1995) and Reading the Future (1997) 

To complete this discussion of the wider context, in 1994 the 

Department of National Heritage commissioned Aslib to research what 

has become known as the 'DNH Review' 5'. However, because of the 

pace of change, it would be unwise to consider both this consultative 

analysis, and the later political response, Reading the Future 52 as 

anything more than 'pillars of witness' to passing snapshots of time. 

This has to be so, even if Aslib went on to compile some interesting 

data about library users, and other 'trade-otT. views on library 

provision53
• Similarly, one cannot dismiss lightly, either their ideas on 

'smart cards', 'hyperlibraries' and access-based 'kiosks' 54, or their 

attempt to sub-divide the vagueness of 'comprehensive' provision into 

three more precise benefits, and then 13 readily identifiable 'core' 

functions55
• Reading the Future was considered by Peter Oldroyd to 

have been an 'excellent distillation' of what had been the largest 

survey of public libraries Since the McColvin report in 1942. However, 

as it is unlikely that it will be 50 years before another such analysis 

emerges, or that the current Labour administration will neceSSarily 

feel bound by their analysis or conclusions, it would probably be 

wrong to over illustrate their contribution. What these three 

surveys/reports do show, though, is the effect of change on the library 

service over the past ftfty years, and the move that has taken place 

over the same period to centralise not just the discussion of the future 

role of the library service, but also the way that it needs to respond. 
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1.B Conclusion 

To understand what has happened within Leicestershire over the last 

30 years, it has been necessary to show part of the wider context. 

Greenhalgh and Worpole drew attention to what they regarded as a 

diminishing public sphere in the 1980s and 1990s56
, and in the 

chapters and discussion that follow, this study will examine the 

responses of the four interviewees to different aspects of political, 

fmancial and technological change. They operated against an 

influential and interfering national context that would seek to 

measure the professional independence of Chief Librarians against 

local accountability, and which would evaluate strategic thinking 

against the benchmarks of efficiency and economy. They would also 

operate, until recently, alongside that of an evolving management 

structure, and with the omnipresent antiCipation, or reality, of an 

expanded or diminished local administrative context. Moreover, it was 

a 'preoccupation with structure' that 'became more prevalent as 

library authorities grew in size and complexity' 57. Hierarchical 

complexity, alongside more matrix responsibilities within each tier, 

became the likely outcome of larger sized authorities, and this placed 

an even larger burden on the personality of the Chief Librarian as 

facilitator of structured continuity and change. As will be delineated 

later, within this analytical framework, Leicestershire is currently 

anxious to look forward, whilst at the same time, forced to contain the 

effects of recent local government reorganisation. In doing so, and, in 

revisiting an earlier past, it has demonstrated some aspects of a 

cyclical structured continuity that lies behind what has been, for the 

most part, an evolutionary management change. 
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Chapter 2: 
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Leicestershire County Libraries: 

From Groups to Teams: 1963-1970 

Changes In society. Including increasing leisure and Industrial 
change arising from automation are also having an Impact on the 
librruy service and the use made of it. These must be considered In the 
plans for the librruy service as they will involve the provision of services 

. 1 

beyond those at present considered satisfactory. 

Leicestershire and Rutland County Council Annual Report: 
1963-1964: The Management Dilemma 

2.1 Introduction 

The remainder of this study will return to Leicestershire as a case 

analysis of a County that has experienced its fair share of political and 

management change. Both the 1972 and 1992 Local Government 

Acts led to changes in the administrative structure. and even the 

geographical size of the County. so what it is necessary to trace 

further. is the impact that contextual change. and even the 

anticipation of change. have had. on the strategic management of the 

County Library Service. 

In the years leading to reorganisation in 1974. there were also five 

other library authorities within the geographic County. Table 1 shows 

each authority with their respective populations. 
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District Type of Council 1961 Census 1971 Census 
Authoritv? PODulation P~ulation 

Leicestershire County Council 300,682 366,683 
Leicester City County Borough 273,470 284,208 
Hinckley Urban District 41,608 47,985 
Loughborough Metropolitan 38,638 45,875 

Borough 
Melton Mowbray Urban District 15,914 19,936 
Oadby Urban District 12,256 19,555 

Total 682,568 784,242 

Table 1: Library Authorities in Leicestershire: 1963-1974 (1961 
and 1971 Census Reports: Leicestershire) 

2.2 The Leicestershire County Library Service in 1963 

The Leicestershire County Library Service developed from 

adventurous, but illegal2
, beginnings with an initial bookstock of 

8,000 in 1923, two 'honorary' librarians, and a network of 47 

voluntary-run library centres. 

By the time Geoffrey Smith arrived in May 1963, the book stock stood 

at 409,089, and the network consisted of some 52 full and part-time 

service pOints or library centres, as well as a host of mobile library 

stops. Since March 1950, these had been gradually replacing, or 

supplementing, most of the 226 village library centres that had existed 

just after the war. 
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2.2.1 The Leicestershire Problem (Appendix Seven) 

The administrative area's population was 308,970, 39% of whom were 

registered as library users. Most of this population was scattered 

throughout a number of small rural communities, whilst the heavier 

concentrations lay on the edge of Leicester in places such as Wigston, 

Blaby, Braunstone, Birstall and, looking further to the north and 

north-west of the City, Barrow-upon-Soar, Coalville and Ashby-de-Ia

Zouch. Outside of these areas, only Market Harborough in the south

east represented any real population centre. Appendix seven shows 

this more clearly. 

The county area may have contained the largest aggregate population 

base, but its predicament, was partly, having to manage a 

proliferation of small rural and urban districts west and north-west of 

Leicester, more specifically, no administrative control of a suitable 

base in the north-east of the County, but chiefly, the absence of any 

suitable 'critical mass' capable of supporting steady and sustainable 

expansion. This was the heart of the administrative problem faCing 

the new County Librarian in 1963, and it was this situation that was 

to provide the main impetus for the strategic reformation that was to 

take place after 1963/4. As Geoffrey Smith remarked, understanding 

library provision in Leicestershire requires an 'understanding of 

geography', and an understanding of the population distribution 

throughout the Soar and Wreake river valleys3. Also note in appendix 

seven, the small number of lower tier authorities east of Leicester, and 

their low combined population. 

To the above difficulties must be added the problem of how best to 

meet the Bourdillon 'standards' which were receiving harsh reflection 

in Leicestershire. There was also the additional antiCipation of the 

1964 Public Libraries Act, which was pushing management thinking 
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in 1963 towards addressing the implications of a 'comprehensive and 

efficient' network of service distribution. 

With regard to the 'standards', Geoffrey Smith pointed out, that: 

... velY early on, we produced a development plan as to how to get 
4 from A to S, and that was owed to Sourdillon. 

A development plan was probably necessary, for the new County 

Librarian was certainly scathing, referring to Leicestershire as the 

'pariah of the English counties', an 'utter shambles', and with a 'very 

bad reputation'. Also, 

... an erratic programme of buUdlng huts had occurred largely in 
response to the pressures of the Local Government Review In 1962 .• 

An additional problem was the lack of a dedicated delivery van to deal 

with the circulation of request items and the movement of stock 

between libraries. There was no mechanisation, and no 'unified 

approach to the system,6. However, Smith was convinced that: 

... change would happen In the public library service, that things 
like the Roberts Report [1959[, and so on, would have an impact, and it 

7 
was worth a go. 

Likewise, with 'some good people around on the staff, as well as the 

flexibility of a 'big increase in bookfund to spend', the new County 

Librarian was promised 'a lot of leverage' 8. 

So, with potential there, and a 'good', but insuffiCient, staffing level, 

Smith knew that if he could then: 

... jump directly to the public, the public would support change. 
There was a beginning of a change In Leicestershire. Not only were 
people moving out of the City of Leicester Into the County, but people 
were moving In from other counties, and other areas, with high 

9 
expectations of the library service. 
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What is also recognisable, is the frequency of the clash between the 

potential and the reality. In addreSsing, for example, the difficulties of 

managing Inadequate buildings and maintaining morale, the 1963-64 

annual library report remarked: 

Those (llbrartesl In good premises are In a minority, (whereas] most 
have poor, Inadequate, and makeshift accommodation and eqUipment 
and only the good. humour and adaptability oJ the staff enable the 
service to be provided.

10 
(emphasis added) 

In conclusion, one can therefore see the County Library Service In 

1963 as a service with many of the characteristics of a 'reactive' and 

voluntary past, but yet poised with the potential to go forward 

'proactively' 11. There was a significant coming together of a set of 

contextual political and professional circumstances, and the challenge 

for Geoffrey Smith was to sustain this pOSition by developing an 

appropriate Infrastructure that could first reflect, and then, eventually 

develop contextual change. 

2.3 From Individual to Group Library Management 

2,3.1 Resolving the Leicestershire Problem 

If the Leicestershire management problem was how to prOvide for its 

many relatively small semi-urban communities In the west and north

west, and its far more scattered mainly rural settlements In the east 

and north-east of the County, how was this situation to be resolved? 

How was the above 'meeting of circumstances' to be sustained? There 

were three ways: 

1. Further replace the Inefficient and poorly stocked village library 

centres with a more efficient deployment of the six mobile libraries. 
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2. Group libraries as they were built, extended or improved into a 

series of patterns that would reflect reasonably closely the correct 

level of community support between the constituent libraries. 

3. Develop greater inter-authority co-operation. 

2.3.2 Solution 1: Developing the Mobile Library Service 

The number of library centres had been dramatically falling as a result 

of an earlier decision following the 1948 memorandum'2 to find other 

ways of improving the service to the rural areas. As mentioned earlier, 

this led to the development of the mobile library service, and the 

subsequent replacement of most of the voluntary library centres. By 

1963, only 34 such centres remained, and by 1974, there were just 

three. What happened during the 1960s, was therefore a much more 

proactive imd systematic approach towards mobile delivery, a process 

that began with a review in 1964 of the former system of route 

overlapping. The key to improvement also lay with the fmal resolution 

of the Melton Mowbray problem in December 1965. With a regional 

centre at the new Melton Area and College Library, Smith could begin 

to decentralise the now seven mobiles to suitable regional bases. The 

process was complete by 1970, and bases were strategically placed 

throughout the County, thereby saving on fonner 'dead travelling time' 

to and from Leicester to each of the 'live' routes. More stops could 

likewise be added, whilst six monthly reviews and route re-evaluation 

allowed managers to reflect population changes in the schedules. 
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2.3.3 Solution 2: From Library Construction to Group Libraries 
(Interleaved Maps, 1964-1970, 1973) 

Smith's predecessor, John Riggs, had thought that chartered 

librarians should be at each static library service point. This, though, 

was not only 'going to be extremely expensive', but also: 

. ... the quality of service that was given was going to be very 
dependent In that pattern on individual librarians, who would spend 
90% of their time doing routine clerical tasks, and none of the 

13 
professional work would get done. 

Clearly, then, not a solution applicable to a library service that was 

unlikely to be able to recruit professional staff as fast as it managed to 

develop in the 1960s, when seven new libraries were opened from 

June to September 1964, for example. 

Grouping libraries together, however, would facilitate, not only a more 

efficient use of management and stock between usually one focal full

time and several satellite part-time libraries in close proximity, but 

also better community links. 

Geoffrey Smith explained the thinking here: 

It came from the geography of Leicestershire ... . I spent a lot of time 
with the County Planning team In Leicestershire, and they explalned 
the social geography of these villages and so on, and the fact that 
people In Barrow-upon-Soar wouldn't go to Sileby to use the library 
service .... The pattern of settlement meant that we had to have a large 

14 
number of libraries. 

As an expedient, this process had begun as early as 1951 when staff 

from Coalville were used to run Ashby Library, but it was then more 

an example of the way in which the County Library Service was 

reacting to changing service requirements rather than looking beyond 

the immediate context. 
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Yet, the impetus behind the more 'proactive' developments in the 

1960s originated with the removal of national building restrictions in 

1958, and the approval of a 10 year capital programme of library 

development in communities of above 2,000 population's. It was 

recognised that this policy would embrace the one third of the County 

that was then inadequately covered. In order to group libraries, 

therefore, it was first necessary to build them, and from 1958 until 

1973, the Library Service bUilt, extended, or relocated some 29 

libraries. This legacy of network inefficiency, as well as the efforts 

made to overcome it, can be seen in the table in appendix eight, but 

until Castle Donington in 1970, it is worth bearing in mind, that not 

one, was to meet with the Bourdillon building ·standards'. This 

applied equally to all existing bUildings. 

Clearly, this building programme would also lead to a 'comprehensive' 

increase in total weekly opening hours, and this development can be 

seen in Table 2. In addition, appendix: five shows how the number of 

libraries open for above 10 hours a week had increased from 17 in 

1963 to 38 by 1973. 

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 
Hours of T77 861.25 847.5 855 874 901 948 948.5 1122 
Opening 
N.&W. New way of classifying hours open by 413 515 515 640 
Leics. County region -+ 
S.&E. New way of classifying hours open by 488 433 433.5 482 
Leics. County region -+ 

Table 2: Weekly Library Opening Hours: 1964·1973 (Data from 
Annual Reports, Leicestershire County Libraries) 

Appendix: nine then takes the logic behind the building programme a 

stage further, and shows how, between 1963/4 and 1970, the County 

Library Service met the challenge of the extension of the network by 

grouping libraries together. By 1970, the structure was reasonably 
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stable. Although. the management emphasis would thereafter move 

towards a more team-based organisation of its professional librarians. 

the groups remained. and any additional libraries were simply 

attached to one of the existing groups. 

Appendix nine highlights the new groups for each year. and note. too. 

the decentralisation of the mobile libraries to their respective regional 

bases. The same information is also represented in the maps 

interleaved with this Chapter. 

Group Management 

Looking now towards the management and function of the new 

groups. Geoffrey Smith explained that the groups would facilitate the 

process by which 'a [qualifiedllibrarian could supervise and direct the 

staff in the libraries' 16. Some of the larger groups would have more 

than one professional librarian to cover this role. 

In addition. the Group Librarians were also: 

... responsible for seeing that each of their libraries has an 
Interesting stock related to community needs. and that the selection Is 
constantly changing. Selection and ordering of new books and book 
exchanges within the group. involving selection and reallocation. are 
supported by regular Circulating collections and display collections and 
the language collection service and bookstock service at Headquarters 
offer a variety of services to enable Group Librarians to improve their 

17 
stocks. 

Another of the key advantages. was that using group catalogues would 

ensure a much more efficient request service within each group as 

well as with others elsewhere. In a pre-automated age before 

computerised circulation systems. this was often the best that could 

. be achieved when requested stock management consisted of request 
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'print-outs', and two delivery vans making weekly visits or monthly 

book exchanges. 

2.3.4 Solution 3: Inter-Authority Co-operation 

On account of both its strategic unimportance as a small independent 

library authority with a location near other County controlled areas on 

the urban fringe of Leicester, co-operation with Oadby could probably 

be set aside as an important priority. Informal/formal co-operation 

existed with Leicester, Loughborough and Hinckley; Melton Mowbray 

was al?ne viewed differently. Why the County Library Service was so 

anxious to secure co-operation here was classified as a situation 

where: 

... we had no option. Because, If you look at the geography, to 
expect people from the Melton area to come into Leicester for a library 
service was unacceptable. There was no other community above 2,500 
population. So you needed a focus of public library service In the 

18 
area. 

Efforts to persuade Melton to relinquish its library powers had failed 

in 1951. Since then, mutually beneficial co-operation had seemed 

unlikely until the joint Melton Mowbray Area and College Library 

opened with free lending facilities to staff and students of the College, 

and to residents from the County area, but only on a subscription 

basis to residents of the Melton UDC. Despite a subsequent 

investigation of library provision in Melton, Oadby and the County 

from the new Library Advisors which was 'very rude indeed' about 

Melton, and flattering towards Leicestershire 19, the agreement between 

the County Council and the UDC lingered until 1972 when, in the face 

of local government reorganisation, the UDC agreed to pay the County 

annually for its residents to have free lending facilities from the Area 

and College Library. 
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Securtng agreement with the Melton UDC may have partly reflected 

the need to reach a pragmatic solution to the County's management 

difficulties, but co-operation was also partly a response to: 

.. , an Inescapable pressure of demand from the public for a better 
library service. When Improvements are made the public are quick to 
take advantage. and to express their appreciation of them; they also 

20 express their concern at the lack of facilities and services. 

Co-operation need not just imply other library authorities in 

Leicestershire, for the 1967-68 annual report recorded an extension to 

Derbyshire of the already integrated book delivery service with 

Nottinghamshire. Discussions were held with Warwickshire that 

would eliminate the duplication of mobile route coverage and save 

running time. Agreement was Similarly reached with Nottinghamshire 

whilst more elaborate co-operation with Leicester secured a better 

understanding between the two staffs in book selection, subject 

requests and dealing with information enquiries - a process that 

resulted in a greater awareness of the resources of the two systems. 

The report concluded optimistically: 'As the barriers which have 

formed over the years are worn down, so the public will benefit' 21. 

2.4 Senior Staff Management 

In 1963, Geoffrey Smith inherited 28 full-time County Library staff. 

This complement of professional staff would include branch librarians 

as well as the professional co-ordinators located in County Library 

Headquarters in Leicester. This establishment was based partly on 

the 22 allocated as one outcome of the 1948 memorandum referred to 

earlier, and partly on the approval by the Library Committee of a 1959 

memorandum which would lead to a further six professional posts
22

• 

Among these would be a Deputy County Librarian, a music librarian 

and a schools advisor. 
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However, as pressure on the service grew with the addition of new 

libraries that had to be staffed and supplied with books, amongst the 

new posts created in the 1960s, was that in May 1965, of an Assistant 

County Librarian with special responsibility for stafi'mg and staff

training, as well as for liaison with library schools. Geoffrey Smith 

would make reference to the fact that co-operation with the library 

schools was valuable because of: 

... contact with enthusiastic students and the questioning of 
practices that have become traditions, no longer relevant In a rapidly 

23 
changing service. 

In response to the growing management responsibility of meeting the 

'special needs' of children as well as adults, as determined by the 

1964 Public Libraries Act, the County Library Service appointed a 

County Children's and Youth Librarian. Among the responsibilities of 

this post would be the bringing together of the work of schools and 

public libraries. 

Finally, the appointment of an Assistant County Librarian with special 

responsibility for all the library groups in the north and west of 

Leicestershire, recognised the growing burden of management 

responsibility on the County Librarian in running the more densely 

populated communities within this area. The remaining groups in the 

south and east would continue to report as before. The complete 

structure can be clearly viewed in Figure 1. By 1968, there was a 

complement of 29.5 professional librarians amongst a total staff of 

11224. 
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Group Library Structure as of 01/09/1968 
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2.5 From Group to Team Management (Figure 1 - Figure 2) 

By March 1968, the process of grouping each static service point 

around a community focus library was complete, as also was the 

structure of group librarians (by themselves or in small teams) 

running libraries (and mobiles in some groups) connected by 

geographical proximity and an interdependent structure of circulating 

stock and staff. It was a structure, that, in short, was well placed to 

anticipate further change from professional group to professional area 

team management, and flexible enough to absorb it without too much 

structural stress. The following developments would appear just as 

logical as the earlier Group Librarians had been to an expanding 

network that was still incomplete. 

2.5.1 The Organisation and Methods Review, 1969 

For two years from April 1968 until its acceptance by the County 

Library Committee in March 1970, strategiC planning would develop 

against the background of an Organisation and Methods (0 & M) 

review of the library service"". The final 'Report' that was accepted in 

March 1970, and implemented over the following 28 weeks until 

October 1970, recommended a new system of team management. The 

'Report' was generally not at all complimentary about the state of the 

county service. For example, none of the service points met the 

Bourdillon standards on size, whilst, on the management side, 

attention was drawn to the way in which too many higher paid 

professional librarians were working alongside non-professional 

library assistants on the more routine duties. So there was an 

economic motive as well, as team librarianship could be run by using 

less of the expensive professional staff, and group management by 

using more of a cheaper non-professional element. Routine 
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management work could therefore be delegated downwards to Group 

Senior Library Assistants, whilst the professional work of each 

community could be managed by members of its constituent area 

team. 

This thinking process led to a new structure whereby the professional 

responsibilities of the fourteen Group Librarians were woven into a 

new matrix structure of four new area-based professional teams 

networking all parts of the County. As proof of the evolutionary 

nature and flexibility of the former structure, 13 of the groups would 

remain, and these would henceforth be the responsibility of non

professional Senior Library Assistants who would then refer the 

professional needs of the group to their constituent area team. There 

would be one further Headquarters-based professional team. Each 

area would be the professional responsibility of a Principal 

Librarian/Team Leader, each professionally accountable to one of two 

Assistant County Librarians with distinct geographical, as well as 

specialist, responsibilities (see Figure 2). 

Peter Oldroyd who moved to Leicestershire from Shropshire to become 

part of the new structure as a Team Principal Librarian reviewed the 

work of the teams in this way: 

Team librarians dldn·t manage anybody. . .. The old principle was 
that the libraries operated on a day-to-day baSis Independently of 
librarians. They would open and close: they would get cleaned. and the 
windows would get washed, but the librarians were responsible for the 
professional services provided from those libraries. They would be 
responsible for the stock that was available. They went In to do 
reader's advisory work as appropriate. They related with the 
community. They related with the schools. and provided children's 
story times and all that, but they didn't get their hands dirty with 

28 
running the libraries. 

On balance, Leicestershire had effectively broken an important link 

between the professionalism of a librarian and the immediate 

demands on that professionalism from users of any individual service 
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point. Leicestershire's new structure was by inference also more 

hierarchical to take into account this removal of the professional side 

of the service from its direct management. Geoffrey Smith described 

how it had been a question of: 

... unpicking what the Group Librarians did, and their Senior 
Assistants. ... If you looked into a community like Shepshed ... what 
were the needs? There was a need for children's services; there was a 
need for an information service; there was a need for community work 
by the librarian working in the community; there was a need for special 
services and outreach. One person, one librarian, could not in my view 

27 have the necessary professional skills to do all those to a high level. 

From this, It followed that: 

... what you had to do, was to find a way of managing stock and staff 
which delivered a quallty service without the urban bases to do It from. 
So the way to do It, then, was to pick up ideas from business, Industry, 
and from the church ... and to use the team concept to a) manage 
librarians' time, and b) at the same time, give the opportunity for the 
routine and clerical work to be managed and run by people who did It 

28 very well already - full-time and pari-time library assistants. 

2.5.2 The Transition 

The change from group to team librarianship appears to have taken 

place reasonably quickly with the 1969/70 annual report recognising 

the 'effective and economical' purpose of the new structure29
• 

Tracing this through. by April 20th 1970 all the County's librarians 

had been informed of their new team bases and the Central 

Headquarters Professional Services Team operated from the beginning 

of May. The four area Principal Librarian/Team Leaders had all been 

appointed by August, and by October 5th the whole team-based 

structure was fully operational so. 
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2.6 Conclusion 

Team Librartanship was considered to have been innovative at the 

time, and Geoffrey Smith mentioned that Leicestershire was then the 

subject of much study and analysis. Peter Oldroyd, who would later 

revert back to the pre-1970 structure of Group Librartans after April 

1997, nevertheless admitted that team librartanship had worked 

'tremendously well' 31. However, it was seen as a solution for an 

expanding service with a growing funding predicament. With the 

publication in February 1971 of a Government White Paper on local 

government reorganisation, and user demand and expectations ever 

growing, there was the immediate prospect of both the network 

becoming even more complex, and the financial crisis deepening. For 

the moment, though, the post 1970 structure came to be one that for 

the next three years was also sufficiently flexible to be able to 

anticipate the expected local government reorganisation and 

administrative upheaval. The next Chapter will therefore look at what 

became an evolutionary shift towards an even broader team-based 

structure after the eventual 1972 Local Government Act became 

effective in April 1974. Leicestershire's achievement in a sense was to 

have designed a structure that would be later adopted as the basis of 

the network for the post reorganisation era, and one which would 

require minimum modification in order· to facilitate the initial 

consolidation, and then development, of the changes that were to 

come. Anything else before 1974 may have needed a riskier or more 

traumatic solution at a time (after 1974) when perhaps it would have 

seemed least appropriate. Throughout all the structural shifts of 

emphasis and enforced economies of scale and size that would 

thereafter take place, team librarianship would, however, remain as 

an operational principle until 1997. 
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Finally. looking towards the impending reorganisation in 1974. the 

1972/73 annual report - the last produced by the County Library 

Service - conduded its analysis with an optimistic reference to the: 

... greatly Increased ability to mobilise c1ertcal staff In relation to 
workload vartations and. on the professional side. an ability to brtng 
team strength to bear on areas of service development. ... Two areas of 
Improvements can be cited: the Improved quality of shelf stocks and the 
programme of community contacts which have enabled the service to 

32 
be more responsive to the expressed and latent needs of Its users. 
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Chapter 3: 

Leicestershire County Libraries: 

Structured Change: 1974-1997 

3.1 Introduction 

Local government reorganisation in 1974 was scarcely a surprise, and 

all the Leicestershire library authorities had been looking forward to 

the prospect for at least two years, and possibly as far back as 

Redc1iffe-Maud's 1969 report recommending a unitary Leicestershire 

on the grounds that there was 'nowhere where you could put a line 

between City and County' 1. As with most of the local government and 

professional changes highlighted by this study, the 'impending' side of 

any change would induce varying degrees of dismay, co-operation and 

ambition among the involved participants. The County Library Service 

as early as 1970/71, was looking forward with some relish to 'the 

merging of the City and the County, town and country' as an 

'opportunity to plan services to readers without regard to arbitrary 

district boundaries' 2. The Leicester reports, by contrast, make hardly 

any reference to the impending change. 

However, if the County Library Service could bring to the new 

Leicestershire the advantages of a sound delivery network, and a 

recent history of tackling provision to scattered communities, the City 

could provide a far greater depth of reference and reserve stock 
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stretching back for one hundred years. Melton. Oadby. and probably 

Loughborough and Hinckley. had each anticipated their demise ever 

since the 1964 Public Libraries Act had argued that authorities with 

under 40.000 population could not realistically provide a 

'comprehensive and efficient' library service. 

Geoffrey Smith was to attribute part of the success of reorganisation 

to the fact that. as a pre-reorganisation team: 

... we were meeting together as a group of Ubrartans. and Russell 
McClelland [Leicester City Chief Llbrartan] and I were very proud that. 
six months ahead of reorganisation. reservation charges. fines and 
other charges were standardised across the whole County. Inter
availablllty was achieved: the County closed Its Central Lending 

Library. and people moved Into the City to use the Clty's Ubrartes.
3 

Before looking at some of the ideas and principles behind what has 

since 1974. and until recently. been an evolutionary structural 

approach towards managing a developing or reasonably stable library 

service. the following sections will provide a brief overview of the 

salient changes. The structure was to broaden its existing base in 

1974. before important changes in 1980, significant shifts of emphasis 

in 1988. drastic alterations in 1992, and a radical restructuring in 

1997 all followed. The first four stages were more an evolutionary 

development of the pre 1974 structure, whilst the 'radical' change in 

1997 would represent a return to the old managerial and professional 

responsibilities of the Group Librarians who ran the former County 

Library service points between 1964 and 1970. 
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3.2 Management Change: 1974·1997 

3.2.1 1974·1980 (Figures 3 and 4) 

It was essentially the flexibility of what had been the County Library 

Service's team management structure which enabled the following 

sign!ftcant, and more hierarchical, 'add-on' changes to become a part 

of the post reorganised structure: 

• Expanding the number of library areas from four to eight to cope 

with the greater administrative complexity. 

• Increasing the number of groups responsible to the non

professional Senior Library Group Assistants from 13 to 26. 

• An additional management tier of eight Heads of Library and 

Infonnation Services (HOLISs) accountable for the work of the eight 

areas. 

Figure 3 shows the new structure, and the placing of each of the new 

library groups within it, whilst the total number of professional staff 

and library service points, and the clear impact on the management of 

the new complex LLIS can be seen in Table 3: 

F.T. = Full·Time (30+ hrs) Pre Reorganisation: Post Reorganisation 
P.T. = Part·Time (10·30 hrs) Leicestershire County Leicestershire Libraries and 
S.C. = Staffed Centre (under 10 hours) Library Service Information Service 
No. of Professional Staff 23 85.5 
No. of Library Buildings 38 73 

(21 F.T., 17P.T., 3 S.C.\ (35 F.T., 34 P.T., 4 S.C.) 

Table 3: Number of Professional Librarians and Service Points, 1974 
(Hours open, and libraries built by 1974 are based on 1979 data 
supplied in the 1979 Policy Statement) 
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The 1979 Policy Review 

By 1979, the modified pre-1974 structure had been in place for five 

years, and in June, Geoffrey Smith produced a policy report that 

would summarise the policies and achievements of the Library 

Service4
• 

Reviewing the state of the network, 47 out of the 78 libraries served 

populations of under 10,000, and a further 12 between 10,000 and 

20,000. Taking the two in combination, 76% of the network's libraries 

were therefore serving communities of under 20,000. The largest sized 

community outside Leicester was Hinckley which had a population of 

only 42,000. The City central libraries, meanwhile, that were in three 

separate, but 'seriously inadequate' buildingsB were clearly the 'hub' of 

the new network, offering 'specialised stock, facilities, services and 

staff in support of services in all parts of the County'. Taking this 

problem into account as well as the distribution of population: 

Library buildings must inevitably be a compromise between 
providing a few large libraries (each providing a wide range of services 
but not readily accessible) and a large number of small libraries (easily 

6 
accessible but dispersing stock, staff and services). 

As the above statistics suggest, reorganisation had not made the 

problem of provision for the large number of small libraries serving 

Leicestershire's scattered communities any easier. Geoffrey Smith 

had known before 1974 that libraries open for 20 hours a week in 

communities with, for example, the population size of Mountsorre1 

(3,000) 'wasn't [an] ungenerous' situation. The problem for 

Leicestershire, was still that 'we had a lot of Mountsorrels,7. 

Therefore, the importance of some 59 small 'local or neighbourhood 

libraries' at the base of what was essentially a pyramidal network, 

cannot be over-emphasised as, from a service management point of 
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Figure 4: Leicestershire Libraries and Information Service: Pre 1980 Team-Based 
Management Structure. 
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view, their size, use and range of stock seems to have troubled each of 

the interviewees. This was a conceIT! that centred on the inability of 

these libraries to provide a 'comprehensive' service, and their clearly 

inefficient opening hours relative to their amount of stock tied up in 

'dead hours'. The management reality of these bUildings was that 

they were either 'too small for the amount of use made of them' or too 

'old and [in] need of replacement or extensive renovation' 8. Peter 

Oldroyd's current ideas for providing for these communities are 

explored in Chapter Four. 

Nevertheless, the policy of the Libraries and Museums Committee at 

this time was one of: 

... sensible compromise ... and [one designed to] ensure a personal 
response to individual and group needs In each community. This 
policy recognises that there are different levels of need and 

9 
consequently different, but Independent levels of provision. 

Looking higher up the pyramid, the network was divided between: 

• City Central Libraries at the apex or 'hub'. 

• Six 'major libraries' that would act as 'important focal points in 

and around Leicester' and offering a 'full range of services' 10. 

• Thirteen 'shopping centre libraries' to reflect the shopping 

attraction of 'market towns and other shopping centres' 11. 
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Figure 5: Leicestershire Libraries and Information Service: 1980-1988 
Divisional and Area-Based Management Structure. 
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3.2.2 1980-1988 (Figure 5) 

The 1979 policy statement was partly a response to another imminent 

Organisation and Methods review of the library service. This would 

recommend a revised less hierarchical structure that would further 

reduce the professional staffmg quota by implementing the following 

more sign!ficant changes: 

• The Assistant Director: Library and Information Services" , was 

the sole line manager for the newly invested Divisional Librarians. 

• The eight area HOLISs were reduced to four Divisional Librarians 

with responsibilities for all the former geographical areas with the 

exception of the Central Area. 

• The 13 Principal Librarian/Team. Leaders were levelled down to 

become 10 Area Librarians responsible for smaller areas than 

hitherto. 

3.2.3 1988-1992 (Figure 6) 

By 1988, a number of forces were impelling change. Politically, the 

Government's Green Paper
lS marked a confirmation of the new 

management culture within the library service with its emphasis on 

public library authorities fmding more efficient ways of delivering 

services. Compulsory Competitive Tendering, for example, was seen 

as a positive development by Geoffrey Smith, and a new management 

structure was empowered to reflect this 'management

purchaser/provider' split in service provision. 

As a result, Leicestershire became the first library authority to 

advertise for 'managers' rather than 'librarians,'4. The 11 Area 
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Figure 6: Leicestershire Libraries and Information Service: 
Management and Area Structure: 1988·1992 
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Librarians came to see themselves as Area 'Managers', not'Librarians'. 

The main points to notice from Figure 6 are that: 

• The four Divisional Librarian posts were re-advertised as that of: 

• 3 Managers: County Services with geographical 

responsibilities. 

• Senior Manager: County Services with responsibility for the 

three COWlty Managers and accoWltable to the Assistant 

Director. 

• The Assistant Director: Support Services had additional 

responsibilities for - inter alia - marketing and publiCity. 

• A new post of County Technical Services Librarian would 

oversee the projected migration to a TALIS (BLCMP) computer 

system. 

3.2.4 1992-1997 (Figures 7a and 7b) 

In 1990, Geoffrey Smith retired from Leicestershire and Jo Kennedy 

became the new Director. Within two years, he had outlined his plans 

for a new structure in A way forward 15, an important management 

strategy document for the early to mid 1990s. 

Kennedy found what he believed to be 'quite a gulf between 

management and staff. Furthermore, the existing structure seemed 

to exacerbate the problems of communication', with the 11 Area 

Managers/Librarians representing 'quite a heavy middle management 

tier'. Against this: 

It is the people who are managing the service at a more local level 
who are more In tune with what is happening with community 
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Figure 7a: Leicestershire Libraries and Information Service: 
Senior Management Structure: 1992-1997 
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aspirations. with how particular parts of the service are being received 
16 

at a local level. 

Therefore the purpose of yet another restructure would be to: 

... find ways of drawing all that experience together. and for all of It 
not to disappear Into what I have referred to as the marshland of 

17 
middle management. 

On the main management side of the network, Kennedy introduced to 

the Library Service a greatly reduced hierarchical, and much more 

devolved. structure that he hoped would move beyond this 'marshland 

of middle management', and allow the Area Librarians more 

responsibility and flexibility for their area's professional staffing needs. 

The aim would be, that these should be decisions made 'as close as 

possible to the point of delivery of the service' 16. 

Yet, as he felt that this would be difficult to implement with 11 areas, 

following the implementation of his plan in April 1992, he reduced the 

number of areas to seven (see Figure 7a), and later to six. The former 

'Management'-orientated structure was abandoned, and the 

subsequent six Area Librarians would be directly responsible to John 

Hinks as Assistant County/Deputy Director. 

Kennedy felt that his new system improved morale, and: 

... by changing the structure. by developing devolved management. 
the local staff felt they did have a voice In what was happening. and 

19 
that what they had to say was being listened to. 

Figure 7a shows the senior management structure, and note should 

be taken of the role of the four Service Co-ordinators as assistants to 

the Assistant Directors and the Deputy Director, whilst Figure 7b 

shows the area team structure. With the exception of the Service Co

ordinator: Special Needs, the responsibilities of the Service Co-
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Figure 7b: Leicestershire Libraries and Information Service: 
Area Structure: Devolved Management: 1992-1997 
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ordinators were mirrored in the duties of three Senior Librarians 

attached to the larger area teams. 

3.2.5 1997· (Figure 8 / Map: 1997/ Appendices Ten and Eleven) 

Local government reorganisation in 1997 elicited the most radical of 

the many shifts of revised management emphasis since the initial 

change to team librarianship in 1970. Peter Oldroyd felt that Jo 

Kennedy's devolved structure was one for managing development in a 

stable network, but less suited to the new County Service that had 

just lost its strategic and administrative 'hub', and one of its seven 

Level A libraries to Leicester, together with a slice of its rural 

catchment to Rutland. Overall. the number of service points were 

reduced to 52 from 77 in the new County area. The former and 

current network can be seen in appendices ten and eleven. The 

reclassification of the network into 'Major', 'Level A', 'Level B' and 

'Level C' 20 had been in place since 1993. 

In terms of the number of hours that the static service points are open 

to the public, although still the largest service with 1361.5 weekly 

opening hours (using 1995 data) strategically and administratively, 

the County Service is now the weaker by 800 hours' . 

In other words, the County Service is currently in much the same 

pOSition demographically as it was before 1974, only with the addition 

of Hinckley, Loughborough, Oadby and Melton Mowbray. Development 

therefore rests on the same mix of sub-urban districts on the fringe of 

Leicester as in the earlier period, but without there being any 

In actual fact, the number of hours that Lelcestershire's libraries are currently 
open Is not dissimilar to the situation before 1974. Had Hlnckley. Loughborough. 
Melton and Oadby been part of the County service, then the number of hours would 
be almost Identical between 1973 and 1997. (Cf. table two. Chapter 2). 
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Figure 8: Leicestershire Libraries and Information Service: District and Group Librarian 
Post 1997 Reorganisation Management Structure 
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immediate prospect of developing a greater geographic, strategic or 

resource base than exists at present. 

How did team librarianship square, then, with this new diminished 

reality? Oldroyd felt that a number of things were wrong: 

Librarians were really not In the right place. They tended to be 
based back at the major libraries. ... There wasn't a sufficient 
professional presence In the communities. The other thing was just 
finance. To run a system like that. you need to have a good level of 
staffing because there's a lot of travelling time. There's a lot of 
monitoring, and a lot of record keeping. In a sense we felt that that had 
ceased to become value for money .... We also needed to raise the 
professional standards in the libraries at the sharp end of the 

21 
community end. 

Although Leicestershire had made team librarianship work 

'tremendously well'. the: 

... resourcing situation has caught up with It, and we now have to 
look very carefully at what Is the best way of spending our money - ... 

22 
best use of the resource In terms of the deployment of the resource. 

As the former head of the public service network, Oldroyd also 

believed that devolved management had left him with 'nothing to 

measure these people [Area Librarians) against'. Moreover, although 

there was an annual planning process which was to act as the 

management team's annual review of policy and priorities: 

... it wasn't a planning process that was providing me with what I 
thought were sufficient teeth .... So It became clear, really, that we'd 
put this devolved management structure In, without an adequate 

23 
Infrastructure. 

Taking all these points into consideration, the new structure: 

... has re-deployed librarians ... at the front end. and its put 
librarians In the driving seat. And my aim ... Is to deliver a very 

24 
professional service at the point of delivery - rightly or wrongly. 

Most importantly, the Group Librarians have been reintroduced with 

the same mixture of managerial/professional responsibilities as they 
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Leicestershire County Libraries: Library Groupings: 1997 
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had before 1970, the only major difference being, that each one would 

have the assistance of specialist team advisors based In the Level A 

libraries In each new library district. Outside this, they would be 

'totally responsible for the service In their group'. Yet, changing the 

way of: 

... relating the professionals to the delivery of the service ... is going 
to call for a change in mood and attitude on the part of librarians, and 
on the part of reporting staff ... . And this I hope will reflect eventually 
in our ability to flexibly respond to what I see as emerging needs for the 
service.

25 
(emphasis added) 

However, the main problem will be that librarians have not had to 

manage libraries In Leicestershire since 1970. Looking back, John 

Hinks remarked: 

However many times you restructured, you've got the same people, 
and put them into different roles, and the sort of people that 
Leicestershire recruited over a very long period of time were team 
librarians recruited for professional skills - often specialist skills like 
children's librarianship, information work - and were also recruited for 
being potential team members. They weren·t recruited for having 
management ability because management was being done in individual 

26 
libraries not by librarians. 

At a more 'lntrapreneurial' level, Oldroyd was able to clarify that 

another difficulty was that of having to: 

... set a style and a culture, because the style· and culture of the 
organisation have been set and conditioned for so long . by the old 
structure, the old approach. What we are now trying to do, is to 
actually empower these people [Group Librarlans[ ... to seize the 
initiative. We're quite happy for them to be innovative - to suss out 
their communities, and to respond to their communities. ... We've got 
to rely on force of personality. These people have got to exercise 
themselves, and really get themselves in the right sort of attitude and 

'1:1 
mood to do the job. 

To return to the main structure, the overseeing of the professional 

work of the 15 Library Groups will be apportioned between three 

District Librarians based at one of the two Level A libraries In each 

district. In line with requested County council policy26, library district 
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boundaries have had to be made cotenninous with at least two 

adjoining administrative distIict council areas as shown in Table 4. 

Library District and Local Authority Administrative District 
Headquarters 'Level A' Library 
Hinckley: Hinckleyand Bosworth and North West 

Leicestershire 
Loughborough: Charnwood and Melton 
Wiaston: Blaby, Oadby and WiQston and Harborouah 

Table 4: Library Districts and Local Authority Districts, 1997 

At senior management level, the number of posts has been 

considerably streamlined and, as John Hinks said, made flatter to 

accommodate the reduced service network. The number of Service 

Advisor Co-ordinators posts have been reduced from four to two 

though the fonner responsibilities of the four posts have Simply been 

redistIibuted between the two remaining. As with the three DistIict 

Librarians, they would both be responsible to the Assistant Chief 

Librarian. 

3.3 Continuity and Change? 

The interviewees all had plenty to say on how they perceived the 

strategic management of change within Leicestershire. What was 

interesting was the way that each had tIied to master his operational 

environment through being adaptable, and flexible within the context 

of the 'fee or free' debate. Moreover, they appeared to interpret the 

aim of library management as that of fIrst containing, before then 

mastering operational/contextual pressures. This would include 

developing user expectations as effiCiently and comprehensively as 

possible, whilst at the same time, not losing sight of a professional 

framework. 
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Taking this as agreed, when asked about the changes that had taken 

place in managing a public oriented service, the interviewees identified 

the 'new managerialism' as something that, with varying 

qualifications, they had felt obliged to adapt their professionalism to. 

Geoffrey Smith argued that: 

If you keep your professionalism, if you keep your vision of what you 
care about - people. books and other matertals, and information - you 
can absorb the managerial styles, and you can use them to deliver the 
service you want.... lit is thisl business of using the weapons that are 

29 
made available to you. 

Although admitting that he had become a 'generalist manager', Jo 

Kennedy commented: 

I understood the context In which I was managing as a librartan. 
and In one sense I suppose It helped staff confidence that I was a 
librartan. and therefore knew what It was that we were trying to do -
that there Is something Intrinsically different about selling the library 

30 
service than selling tins of beans I ... 

John Hinks in a similar vein recognised the desire to maintain 

continuity behind the change: 

There still is a public service ethos there underlying everything. 
underpinning everything as well, but certainly the language and the 
management language has changed - purchaser/provider and business 

31 
units and all that sort of thing. 

3.3.1 The County Librarian as Interpreter 

Looking beyond the need to adapt professional goals to a new 

corporatist culture, there was also the question of the interviewees' 

interpretation, against this backdrop, of their own managerial 

achievements. 
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Geoffrey Smith, not surprisingly as he was County Librarian for nearly 

thirty years, was able to look back on a number of achievements, but 

felt that his: 

... greatest achievement was to take the worst County Library 
Service in the Country, to make it ready to become part of an integrated 
library service, and getting it to the state where it could realistically co
operate with an academic library because I never believed that public 
libraries can operate on their own if they're going to meet the needs of a 

3. 
better educated public, 

Jo Kennedy named three points: 

• An Improved relationship 'between management, middle 

management and staff generally' 33, 

• A much more open society, having moved: 

... devolved management along to the extent that, when I was 
leaving, certalnly one of the senior staff thanked me quite specifically 
for what he called ·uncorking devolved management and trusting us 

34 
to be managers". 

• Getting the Area Librarians to think more about 

... the bookstock and about paying close attention to not wasting 
311 

money, and that it wasn't about simply keeping the shelves full . 

John Hinks, however, felt that he had been considerably 'skewed' by 

the impending local government reorganisation, and he therefore 

found it far from easy managing strategically knowing that 'another 

massive change was just around the corner'. Apart from building on 

the recent 'customer care focus': 

What I wanted to do when I took over was to try and let things settle 
as far as they could ... - try to consolidate and ... avoid restructuring if 
we could - although there was a lot of economic pressure to 
restructure .... To try to manage strategically rather than lurching from 
one problem to the next which seemed to be the way we had been doing 

36 
things. 
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Figure 9: The Development of Hierarchical Management in Leicestershire: 1970-1997 
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Having recently restructured a depleted network, Oldroyd could point 

to an immediate task completed, but It was one that he appeared 

happy with: 

We've never shifted until now from a team librarianship based on ... 
Area or District .,. teams operating quite separately from the day-to-day 
operation of the libraries which has always been In the hands of non

S? 
professional supervisors and managers. It Isn·t now! 

3.4 Conclusion (Figure 9) 

To conclude this chapter, a few summary points need to be made. 

An important point to recall, is that restructuring has been in part a 

response to the fact that, as staffing costs amount to 60 or 70% of the 

library budget, where else could funding cuts impact, if one's other 

priorities include protecting the network and the bookfund? So, to a 

certain extent, restructuring was independent of the interviewees, as 

each round of redundancies could only be absorbed by restructurlrig 

the remainder and utilising a less hierarchical form of management. 

This process can be traced in Figure 9, and from this, one can see that 

until 1997, both occurred in tandem. What one now needs to be 

aware of, is the fact that the new structure within a far more 

diminished network has been set against this trend. In some ways, it 

is less hierarchical than its immediate predecessor, but in others 

more. The daily management and professional work has been 

decentralised to the Group Librarians (i.e., for the non-profeSSional 

staff, that has to be a less hierarchical reporting arrangement). whilst 

for the professional librarians, strategic planning has become more 

hierarchical because of the District Librarians mediating between the 

librarians (now back in groups, but who were once in area teams) and 

senior management: 
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We've actually taken a lot of layers out. But you have to have some 
sort of hierarchy when you're managing a County - we've got 50 odd 
librartes. and we've got the distances. so you've got to find some way of 
handling that. And the way that we've done it is to divide the County 

38 
into three districts. 

With the current operating culture. the Identifying of future needs will 

mean that generalists as well as specialists will be required as library 

managers. The 'generalists' will be employed as librarians with the 

role of interfacing with the community In order to make services 

relevant at that level. whilst also facilitating access to the 'specialist' 

services at the district Level A Libraries. At the latter. there would 

therefore be a role for the 'specialist' librarian: 

... people specialising in information work. specialising in working 
with children and young people. and. subject to need. people who have 
a knowledge of local history depending on the nature of the local 

39 
collection and so on. 

It seems likely. therefore. that Leicestershire will be looking for more 

In the way of management attributes from Its librarians. and this may 

well shift the balance of the service away from the profeSSional to the 

management side at Group Librarian level. Oldroyd seemed to confirm 

this: 

There are elements of management to many of our jobs - I mean. the 
Group Ubrartans particularly ... have more of a management role than 
they used to have as a Team Ubrartan. Because they now have a staff 

40 
to manage. and they've got to secure results very specifically. 

On this basis. therefore. the new post 1997 structure will not be a 

complete return to the system that existed hitherto before 1970. 

Culturally. looking at the senior management structure. the technical 

management of the service will be different. The financial initiatives. 

service pressures. technical challenges. user expectations. and the 

solutions to resolve them. will be different. It also has to be said that 

the 1960s Group structure was an Interim solution whilst the network 

was yet Incomplete. Moreover. it was also one that looked forwards to 
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larger library units running larger and more complex areas. Geoffrey 

Smith had then been very aware of what was happening in Leicester. 

and had developed his planning around the expectation that in the 

future there would be a greater Leicestershire that would have fully 

inter-related access to the stock of all the then existing library 

authorities. The heart of that excitement/anticipation lay in the 

administrative challenge. and the resource expectations of running 

the City library service. 

By way of contrast. the post 1997 reorganisation structure is both 

consolidating and reductionist. Consolidation of previous change will 

have to be understood as a fIrst principle rather than network 

development and expansion. Ultimately. these could become part of 

the aims of the County Library Service. but at the moment. they are 

not. There are no immediate plans for either opening on Sundays or 

for resurrecting the idea of a County Lending and Reference Library 

such as existed before 1973. and which was separate from the hub of 

the Leicester network. At present. there is no great incentive for either 

of these things as there is full inter-connectivity between Leicester and 

Leicestershire. but what place contingency in forward planning should 

the arrangements with the City Library Service collapse under 

financial duress? 
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Chapter 4: 

Leicestershire County Libraries: 

Managed Change: 1974-1997 

The organisational structure of any library system is only one of 
many factors contributing to the quality of the service provided. The 
relative urban or rural nature of communities served, the ability and 
personal commitment of the staff and the policies and attitudes of the 

governing body all have some bearing on the service to the user. 1 

John Hinks: Looking At Library Management In Perspective. 

I've always sald when looking at managers that the thing wWch for 
me always distinguishes the best from the merely good is the person 
who can what I call calculate the ripple effect, who can see the 
decisions they have to make in a wide context. ... There are 
innumerable connections between the day·to·day decisions and the 

2 
larger strategic decisions that mangers make. 

Jo Kennedy: 'Calculating The Ripple Effect' .... 

4.1 Introduction 

In the last Chapter, the emphasis was on how Leicestershire 

structured its service network to respond to and develop contextual 

change. This continued the process begun in Chapter Two, but in this 

Chapter, the focus will instead be on the tools used to 'manage' the 

administrative and financial complexity that structural development 

was but one manifestation of. Particular attention will be paid to the 

role that marketing has played in the management of user awareness 

and service development. 
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4.2 Marketing and Service Awareness before 1979 

Aslib remarked that marketing was 'essential to libraries under 

pressure' 3, but as a 'tool', marketing sits more as an uncomfortable 

link between the professional management of a 'comprehensive' 

library service, and the 'efficient' control of user expectations through 

targeted market surveys. As a facilitator of promotional development 

and service awareness, its relevance to management within 

Leicestershire stretches back at least to the 1960s. Books and 

Infonnation at Your Service on all County library publicity was an early 

example. This was followed by a Market Harborough user survey in 

1965. Booklists and targeted Group reference collections were an 

important way of increasing user stock awareness and exploitation. 

As service complexity developed, so too did the number of reports. 

1\vo such were the 1969 Working party4 report on charging for library 

lending services, and the 1972 Ten year policy documents. Space does 

not permit an analysis of the former's conclusions, beyond mentioning 

that a number of possible solutions to the then funding difficulties 

were mooted, and that these included a subSCription-based service or 

a premium pay-as-you-boITow service. All were ultimately rejected. 

After reorganisation in 1974, and in recognition of the needs of the 

higher ethnic areas within Leicester, Smith, offered in 1979, a revised 

statement of objectives for the Leicestershire Library Service that 

centred around the importance of information, special user groups, 

local studies and community outreach services. In this he was clearly 

following The libraries' choice 6, a document that he helped influence 

by virtue of his membership of the Advisory Council Working Party. 

If these reports are then taken with the 1969 and 1980 0 & M 

surveys, the Library annual reports from 1929 to 1973, the 1948 and 
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1959 Development Memorandums, the 1970 'Green Papers' and the 

1979 Policy Report, one would have to conclude, that management 

and members would have had a fairly comprehensive understanding 

of strategic planning/thinking before 1980. 

However, whether Leicestershire was fully aware of the marketing 

implications of these documents may perhaps be considered as 

doubtful from this remark: 

Marketing was always going to be a part of what we were doing. We 
7 had been doing a lot of It without knowing we were doing marketing. 

4.3 Strategic Marketing and Planning: 1980-1997 

Since 1980, the change has been more in the management language 

of each report, than in any lessening of each one's usefulness as a 

'service awareness' document. 

The most Significant publications have been the 1989 Service Priority 

Reviews, Jo Kennedy's A way forward in 19929
, and the 1994/95 

Objectives and Strategies Working partylO series of reports on all 

aspects of the service. These documents comprise the central core of 

more recent information relating to the library service in 

Leicestershire. 

On the former question of report 'language', John Hinks interpreted 

this as meaning: 

Purchaser/provider and Business Units and all that sort of thing. 
That was a big change when It came Into effect. With hindsight, the 
then Chief Executive pushed too hard. ... Certainly management 
thinking hasn't changed [but) management language has changed quite 
a lot over the last ten years. Whether that·s a good thing or not. It's 

11 
certalnly changed. (emphasis added) 
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4.3.1 The Professional-Management Divide 

This would lead naturally to the question of the professional

management split that has long divided the library professionl2 
13 14. 

John Hinks was keen to stress that from a management point of view: 

... it generated some useful debates maybe. Looking back on It - it 
didn't seem it at the time - It was probably a stage we had to go 

15 through, I think. to get libraries into the 20th Century .... 

Geoffrey Smith agreed. but offered a more pragmatic interpretation: 

You get Bob [Usherwoodl on a platform, and he says I'm a wheeler 
dealer. but that's what I think librarians always were. But you have to 
have a vision. and you have to use the corporate management. or 
whatever is flavour of the month - management by objectives. value for 
money stuff - ... to get you to where you want the library service to 
b 

16 
e. 

4,3.2 Marketing and Management in Leicestershire: 1980-

Jo Kennedy doubted whether marketing had been properly 

understood in Leicestershire: 

A lot of people take marketing more to mean publicity and public 
relations than really looking objectively and trying to measure need and 
responding to that need and selling the response to the potential 
customers. I'm quite happy with the word 'marketing'. I don't think we 

went a long way down that road other than looking at image. 17 

Yet. if 'happy' with marketing. he confessed to have 'felt somewhat sad 

when there was an award introduced for the "Library Entrepreneur of 

the year· ... As for promotional gimmicks: 

... I think all of that diverts you from concentrating on prOviding the 
higher standard of core service .... The Income ralslng schemes ... still 
require some Investment of time and money, and I remain to be 

18 convinced whether the return on that Investment is worth it. 
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Part of the reason for this ambivalence, could have been the mixed 

response that Kennedy found in Leicestershire to the new 

management culture that had been influencing service thinking and 

planning since the Government's 1988 Green Papel9
• On the one 

hand (following his 1992 reorganisation). some of the Area 'Librarians' 

'were a bit miffed that 1 didn't actually [still] call them "Area 

Managers·,20, whilst at local level: 

One of the things that the staff ... were very cynical about when I 
came to Leicestershire was ·management'. and the number of people 
who had manager in their title. I just felt that this created a 
psychological barrter. If not a real barrter, between the staff who were 
delivering the service, and those who were perceived to be managing It. 
One of the things that I did have to work hard on was the sort of 
relationships between the various tiers within Leicestershire. There 
was a feeling that decision making and management was distant from 

21 
the service delivery. 

Is it possible to conclude, then, that Government advisory bodies such 

as the Audit Commission, with its remit for 'economy, effectiveness 

and effiCiency', had induced a new management culture at local 

government level? 

respond?: 

If so, had Leicestershire felt a pressure to 

In libraries, we had sort of got caught up in the management 
fashions as much as any service. and that's when a lot of people then 
felt their status and responsibilities required them to be called a 
'manager' because a manager was somehow more important than a 
librarian. and that again Is not a point of view that I would go along 
with particularly. I have never been ashamed for anyone to know that 

22 
I've been a librarian. 

If Geoffrey Smith on reflection felt that Leicestershire before 1980 had 

pursued a marketing approach without realising it, John Hinks 

offered a slightly different perspective: 

We certainly talked a lot about marketing. and we wrote reports 
about marketing. Whether we actually had a proper marketing strategy 

23 
written down. I don·t think we ever quite made it. 
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This said, Leicestershire did have a Marketing Officer, who appears 

fIrst on the 1988-1992 management structure (Figure 6). The role 

had evolved from one that had previously looked at the County's 

publications and graphics design needs. On account of the officer's 

marketing qualillcation and background in the retail sector rather 

than librarianship, Hinks described the insight as 'quite useful', but 

as Leicestershire seemingly 'didn't get into the broader sort of 

marketing', there was room for questioning this further. Moreover, 

time had to be spent on educating 'her into what libraries were all 

about, and [thatllibraries aren't shops' 24. 

What mainly concerned Hinks, was the legal obligation to provide a 

'comprehensive and efficient' library service, and the seeming 

professional-management contradiction at the heart of marketing: 

I get a bit worried when I hear librarians, or library managers. 
talking about market segments and trying to stop being all things to all 
people because In a sense you are required by law to be all things to all 
people, and, although that's difficult to manage, especially when 
resources are tight, I think to some extent you've got to try .... On the 
other hand, if you give equal emphasis to everything, you end up not 
doing anything terribly well, and I think you have to focus on certain 

25 
things. 

For Peter Oldroyd, marketing defmitely had 'a key and important role' 

as an operational tool, but he disagreed with the: 

... school of people who say that marketing Is the starting point for 
everything .... I just feel that if you trace this through as a process, 
inertia sets In - you find yourself totally hemmed In by this marketing 
concept, and you never break out Into delivering the service because 

you're totally inward looklng.
26 
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4.3.3 Quantitative or Qualitative Management? 

It was Thomas Kelly who remarked that public libraries: 

27 
... lend themselves peculiarly to the compilation of statistics. 

Chapter 4 

Generally it would be fair to say that issue statistics have been the 

more usual way of gauging the quality of service. and it has 

traditionally been assumed that the higher the number of issues. the 

greater the quality of the service. 

Leicestershire was no exception to this tendency. and its fIrst annual 

report in 1929 produced a lengthy analysis of statistics covering 

annual issues. number of library centres. and number of staff 

employed. Nothing changed in this respect until. the 1960s when the 

growing number of branch libraries required a division of service point 

data into full and part-time libraries. The use made of mobile libraries 

also needed evaluating. and. as the service expanded into different 

media. so too did the stock and issue figures for the new sound 

recordings. 

After reorganisation in 1974. the new Leicestershire Library and 

Information Service ceased to provide any further departmental 

annual reports. and instead had to take its share in the corporate 

annual surveys that the County Council had to provide as a result of 

the 1980 Local Government Act. Although the familiar issue statistics 

would still exist in the new format. the section devoted to the LLIS 

provided far less contextual information. 

However. the central question anyway with regard to such statistics is 

whether they measure the quality of service. Prior to 1974. little was 

done by way of survey work to ascertain the views of users as the then 

County Library Service was frank in admitting: 
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The total Issues are slightly less than In 1971/72 reflecting a 
national trend In public library use, the reasons for which provide 
scope for speculation In the absence of the surveys and analysis that 

28 
might disclose the real reasons. 

By the 1990s, survey work had revealed that 30% of people in 

Leicestershire were 'active users of the library service' and that two 

thirds used the library service 'once a year' 29. However the Arts, 

Libraries and Museums Committee seems to have been under the 

impression 'that museums are far more used than libraries because 

they're more visible and more up front' so. The net result would 

invariably be that We've got to actively put statistics into our reports, 

and make the point at Committee' 31. 

John Hinks thought that it would be unwise to raise user expectations 

with survey results, but for Oldroyd, they were 'clearly an indication of 

activity' with quality relating 'to the service that they receive' 32. 

Jo Kennedy agreed that if issue statistics were going up, 'there must 

be something attracting people, and so, I suppose, you can infer that 

people are receiving a satisfaction level that's acceptable to them', but: 

... what we don't know, Is how many people came in, dtdn't find what 
they wanted and went out again, or how much Information was given to 
them which subsequently turned out to be not exactly what they 
wanted, or not at all relevant to what they wanted, to downright 
Incorrect. Apart from random sampling of the service and introducing 
these sort of things, I don't think you can really get to the quallty of the 
service. 33 

Either way, one would still have to be 'circumspect' about presenting 

statistics to the CommIttee, and critical in the use of surveys 

generally: 

You've got to be careful how you use statistics, and you've got to 
take professional advice from statisticians - particularly when you're 
doing surveys about sampling sizes, and margins of error and all the 
rest. I'm sure a lot of surveys have gone on In libraries which have been 
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used to prove a particular point - which looked at by a professional 
statistician wouldn't stand scrutiny,M 

In 1992 Kennedy Introduced a Quality Audit Unit headed by a Service 

Audit Officer who would be responsible. Inter alia. for user surveys, 

The unit had: 

, .. a brief for quality - quality as It's nonnaliy understood In tenns of 
relationships with the public. and talking to the public about what they 
wanted, and what they were getting from the service. Measuring what 
we were dotng as far as we could without ali these standards and 

. 35 
specifications, and evaluating the quality of what we were delivering, 

Following its disappearance In the 1997 reorganisation, its functions 

merged with the responsibilities of one of the two remaining Service 

Advisors, Either way, the Quality Audit Unit inspired the idea of a 

customer consultation strategy which would Involve two customer 

surveys per year, One of these would relate to a specialist service. the 

other to the general service. the actual format of which would vary: 

Sometimes, we did self-completion surveys: sometimes we stood In 
the library. We were never terribly successful on non-users - that's 
something we're going to have to address. We've got lots of tnfonnation 
from users. We also focused on some of the speCialist services as well. 

So we got feedback on the children'S services and stuff like that. 36 

On a related point of the subsequent targeting of resources, Oldroyd 

felt that the County Library Service had tried. but admitted that: 

... the targeting that we have done over recent years wasn't as well 
tnfonned by hard tnfonnation - largely because we didn't have It, In a 
sense, what I have just been talking about [opening hours] has been 
sort of catching us up - prOviding us If you like with the tools and 

37 
tnfonnation which would Infonn targeting tn the future. 
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4.3.4 Sources of Special Funding, Co-operation and Public-Private 
Sector Initiatives 

Three of the Government's 'four subjects for debate,38 concerned joint 

private-public sector funding initiatives, raising additional income 

through charging for IT-based services, and seeking greater efficiency 

through the use of compulsory competitive tendering. 

On balance, Geoffrey Smith considered that the Green Paper had been 

'a very well tailored response to the Thatcherite approach' leaving 

'enough room for the profession to answer its critics' 39. To what 

extent, therefore, did Leicestershire find additional funding sufficient 

to partly defray the reduced budgets for the Leicestershire County 

Library Service (relative to the expansion needs of the service), and 

partly in order to hopefully expand the service into the new 

technological age? 

The Library Service approached funding in three ways: 

• Savings through greater fdJi.ciency as a result of co-operation 

between information providers, and beyond that already provided by 

the East Midlands Regional Library System. 

• Increasing income generation and sources of special funding 

from fmes, sponsorship, sound recordings, on-line searches and, 

recently, from a pilot Internet project at Loughborough. 

• Savings through a more effective corporate business approach 

throughout the service. 
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Co-operation 

In 1986 the British Library awarded Leicestershire a grant to facilitate 

a Library and infonnation Plan (LIP) between the libraries of Leicester 

Polytechnic (now De Montfort University), Loughborough and Leicester 

Universities and the County Library Service40
• By 1988/89, the 

County Council had ,approved the scheme, and a management 

committee was set up 'to cany forward its proposals for brtnging 

together the expertise and resources of the many library and 

infonnation providers in the County for the benefit of users' 41. 

Leicestershire seems to have been in advance of most others on this 

issue, as Kinnell-Evans found in 1990 that 110 library authorities out 

of the 143 replying to a survey of all 167 library authorities were not 

then part of a LIP42. However, none of the 24 replying 'yes' described 

their plan as 'very effective,43. 

Whether Leicestershire was one of these 24 or not, Geoffrey Smith 

believed that: 

LIPS, and the contractual arrangements that can form part of them. 
can provide a better basis for library operational planning than the 

44 
Government's regional offices . 

Hinks was similarly pleased that: 

... It had got people talkIng_to.each other. It had looked strategically 
at things. ... It produced a very good strategic look at reorganisation -
the then forthcoming 'local government reorganisation - and the Impact 
on library services. ... The leicestershire one is actually a bit better 

48 
than some of the other ones. 

It should also be the case, that the LIP continues t6 flourish after the 

1997 reorganisation, because both Leicester and Rutland are still 

SignatOries to the plan, and Oldroyd has been impressed by the 
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already achieved 'links with the business community and the 

provision of business information' 46. 

Income Generation 

Securing additional sources of funds has proved somewhat 

problematic for Leicestershire outside of the standard raising of 

income through increasing charges. Addressing the issue of 

sponsorship, John Hinks thought that low key sponsorship such as 

getting 'local fIrms to sponsor prizes in kids competitions' had been 

reasonably successful, but never the type of sponsorship which would 

give '£10,000,000 to build a new Central Library,47. 

However, one of the ways that Smith thought he could strengthen the 

poor funding position, would be by using a form of 'line budget' 

management: 

... whereby I could move money backwards and forwards between 
headings. They got it the year after I left, and that would have been for 
me the Ideal situation. Very often I wanted to spend money on bringing 
in extra staff to do things one year, and then move the money back into 

48 
the bookfund the following year. and that I couldn't do. 

The other problem, though, was the overall lack of flexibility 111 the 

library budget: 

... a lot of the money that's devolved to you is totally committed - on 
staffmg. on building maintenance and so on - and moving money 
around, you're moving tiny little bits around. Now when the County 
Council does its budget, and when its trying to assess its priorities, so 
much is finnIy tied down. Zero based budgeting is very dIfflcult to 

d 
49 

O. 

The Library Service did manage to secure an agreement from the 

Library Committee which guaranteed some flexibility60. Essentially, 
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any income made over and above the annual income targets could be 

used to expand the service. This would include not only standard 

income generating sources such as charges, fines, and reservations, 

but also the income from the librashops. Another venture in Hinckley 

comprised selling new books in the library, but this 'didn't ever seem 

to take on', and was opposed anyway by the local booksellers,
. 

Projects such as these were generated as a result of a remit from the 

Library Committee to try 'a whole range of income generation ideas', 

but Hinks felt that to some extent, income generation was hampered 

by resistance from the staff. In other areas such as joint ventures, he 

considered that Leicestershire had had a 'fairly good track record': 

That has been part of our culture, and we have been a little ahead of 
the fleld on that. So when that became flavour of the month. we were 
already a little bit ahead of the game. We were doing that reasonably 

6. 
well. 

For Peter Oldroyd, the issue of special funding was 'an enormous 

issue for us at the moment', but he regretted that Leicestershire was: 

... nowhere. We're no(very far down the road on fund ralsing, and 
113 

we need to be . 

Special funding would therefore have to be one of the 'key 

priorities' for the new County Library Service: 

Fund ralsing has become a very professional activity, and 
everybody's at It. We're librarians, we're not professional fund ralsers. 
It could be argued that this authority should employ one or more 
professional fund ralsers, and that It should be a corporate activity or 

54 
that there should be some corporate support. That may come about. 

Leicestershire does not have a promoting officer for matters of this 

kind, although the Publicity and Marketing Officer is, as a result of 

the recent restructuring, to become more proactive in the promotional 
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field. However, her responsibilities are not seen to include fund 

raising. Oldroyd~s difficulty has to be his assumption: 

... that we shall not, as an authority. have a very strong corporate 
lead on this. What I've got to do, is to find a mechanism within the 
library service to beef up the fund raising thing. What I mean by that, 
is certainly responding to Government programmes, and getting 
Leicestershire's share out of the Government programme [Challenge 
Funding[. If the lottery rules are loosened up, clearly there's an 
opportunity, but then we'Ve got to seek sponsorship as well. We've got 

55 
to have a professional approach to sponsorship. 

Oldroyd referred to a sponsorship brochure that had been produced 

by Gloucestershire County Library Services, and thought that its 

professionalism should have an echo in Leicestershire: 

Well, if they're doing that, we shall have to do It. We're in 
competition with them for money from Marks and Spencer and BP and 
the rest of them. We'Ve got to get it In. We're not going to get the 
Internet Into twenty libraries as a minimum In the foreseeable future 

with money that's available just through the public purse ,116 

When reminded about the BT scheme for Internet access for all public 

libraries and schools, Oldroyd remarked: 

I can't just sit back and say 'one day, some day, someone Is going to 
provide an Internet access In every library.' I've got to say that the need 
is nowl We need to be active In prOviding public access to the Internet 
nowl We need the Internet - we need all our major libraries to be on 

57 
the Internet as part of the Information Service. 

Corporate Business Approach 

Finally, on the corporate/business side, it would have to be said that 

the current agenda for the Leicestershire County Library Service is 

strongly influenced by the DNH Review58 and Reading the Future59 in 

terms of performance measures, income generation, sponsorship, and 

special funding. The role of market-focused management has been 

discussed earlier in this section, whilst the new performance 
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measures are outlined in appendix twelve. Clearly. the move towards a 

more business-like approach has been somewhat of a tortuous 

process in the public sector. Indeed. when discussing the role of 

business units in Leicestershire. Hinks referred in these terms to the 

Schools Library Service in Leicestershire. after it had become a 

business unit in 1988: 

Although it pains me to say tt. beCOming a business unlt did actually 
do It good. It scaled down Its operation a bit. and focused It much 
more accurately on what people wanted In relation to the National 
Curriculum and all that. and I think lit] Is actually a much better 

60 
service now than It was before. (emphasis added) 

4.4 Managing Technology: The Function of the Library Building 

This final section will look at the extent to which technology has been 

of assistance to management. and the impact that it has had on 

strategic thinking with respect to the smaller community libraries. 

Leicestershire's experience of technology was one that developed 

slowly. and this is despite its experimentation with photocharging at 

key libraries as early as the mid 1960s. After reorganisation in 1974. 

automation was almost negligible compared to the size of the network 

- just six libraries were linked to the then Plessey issuing system by 

1981. This had improved to 50% of total issues (not service points) by 

1985. but by the time Jo Kennedy arrived in 1990. he found 

Leicestershire to be 'very ambivalent about computerisation'. 

Moreover, he was not sure that members of the Arts. Libraries and 

Museums Committee: 

... had been particularly educated by the Authority as a whole to 
81 

computerisation of anything let alone the library service. 
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However, if Leicestershire has not been at 'the cutting edge of 

innovation,62, part of the problem has clearly been its large number of 

small Level C libraries. Technological innovation appears to have 

actually assisted in fragmenting what was the old network into the 

four levels of 'Major' and 'Levels A to C', and, even worse, allowed 

service provision to become fixed within each level. The undoubted 

high initial investment costs of technology (coupled with the budgetary 

constraints of the local authority) have undoubtedly reinforced this 

fragmentation, but it has been at the price of not facilitating a 

'comprehensive' cascading of benefits across the whole network. 

If Information Technology (IT) is to have any future beneficial 

structural effect at community level, it is most likely to come through 

management thinking with regard to the possible future irrelevance of 

the library building, and the uncertainty surrounding print-based 

information. The DNH Review explored this area63 
, and thereby 

coloured many of Peter Oldroyd's ideas. 

Either way, this problem could be translated into a question of 

whether Leicestershire needs to develop IT as a solution to the 

problem of stock tied to small community libraries that are only open 

for very limited hours a week. Does IT liberate the information 

purpose and educational function of the service/access points at this 

end of the network? Or alternatively, does it divert that purpose and 

function by storing both on small disks comprising thousands of 

invisible bytes? Libraries without walls captured by computers with 

small screens? Libraries with limited space-consuming books, or 

computers with access to seemingly limitless intangible information 

stored in 1000s of other computers across the globe? Small libraries 

closed at night, some days of the week, and often only open at 

inconvenient hours at other times, or home computers linked to 

communication nodes and functional with hours to suit the user? 
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Libraries that support the serendipitous needs of the uncertain, and 

which are 'wann' sociable places, or computers that are tucked away 

in the narrow confmes of someone's study? More darkly, does the 

future for both librarian and library lie as a memory of the past? 

For Peter Oldroyd, these questions would develop from the context in 

which he felt he had to look strategically towards the future planning 

of the network. This would include having to look very hard at the 

level of use made of rural libraries which he defined as being either 

'failing' or 'succeeding' buildings64. Yet, interlaced with this question 

would be the wider context of the corporate objectives of the County 

Council in the rural areas, and the need for an equivalent council 

presence. Just how far can the Library Service shut buildings that are 

'failing' when the council could argue that such buildings are part of 

this 'presence' that is the core of their rural strategy? 66 

Much of this dilemma, could resolve itself into one of wondering: 

What Is the service to rural areas? Is It a free standing building with 
4,000 books on shelves open to all hours of the evening? So there's a 
lot of thinking to go Into the nature of the service - where are the 
priorities for the service, and how should that be delivered? 
Technology Is a factor, the cost of keeping buildings open Is a factor, 
the relevance of buildings any longer In some of these communities Is a 
factor. But also balancing that, Is the need for the County Council to 

malntaln Its presence In the rural villages. 66 

In approaching the question of IT management, Oldroyd was prepared 

to accept the outgoing Government's response to the DNH Review -

Reading the Future, and was 'fully signed up' to the 'need to develop 

technological solutions to information provision,67. Even so, libraries 

should continue to be 'one of the very few places where people can 

actually be exposed to literature in printed form' 68. Certain services he 

felt were 'non-negotiable' such as services for children, life-long 
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learning, and the infonnation service. Likewise, so too, should be the 

technologies to support them. 

Thinking of the public library as simply a recreational book lending 

service would limit its objectives, and the range of services that it 

could support in the future. Libraries would therefore need to address 

the impact that technology has had on user leisure needs and 

expectations. Do managers try and reverse the decline in recreational 

book lending, and the level of poor stock in public libraries, or 

alternatively, do they consider diversif'ying into other media and other 

fonnats? 

.. , the future is In the technology. Get people linked up 
technologically. and you can do anything - absolutely anything. The 

. 69 
kiosk thing is Interesting in a rural County library service. 

If this is agreed, then the argument turns on the question of: 

What is the library service, and what are the components of the 
library service, particularly In terms of rural areas, where we've got 
these under-used libraries, expensive buildings to malntaln, stock 
sitting In libraries? Is there another way of delivering a library service 
to these local communities? I think there may be, and I think agaln 
that it may well be that something like a kiosk which puts you In touch 

70 
technologically with a number of our services could have a function. 

Oldroyd wondering about the needs of the user in such communities, 

and taking communities of greater than 2,000 as a base criteria for 

static service points, defined the services currently available: 

They've got about 4.000 books on the shelves that they can borrow 
for about 12-15 hours a week. They've got library assistants. there's 
some tables and chairs, where. when the library's open. the kids can 
come and do their homework, adults can go and browse Into a 
reference collection. They're unlikely to have access to the catalogue. 
They might have a fiche catalogue, but at the moment, there's probably 
no technology at that level. ... In the past, they would get a librarian 

. 71 
breezing In and out about half a day a fortnight. 
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Turning to the function of the library service in such communities, 

Oldroyd broke the question down into components: 

A recreational lending service, a reference service, facilities for 
homework, relationship with a librarian who is gatekeeper to all of it. 
Do you need a single building for that? Is there a communiiy building 
where some of that could happen? ... Is the recreational service better 

72 
delivered by a mobile library? 

Assuming that reasonable access could be provided by mobiles to the 

recreational stock, then Oldroyd thought that this could be a way of 

providing the recreational service. Turning then to the second 

'component': 

Could you have a homework centre in the village hall or In the 
school? Could you provide them access, full access to our systems -
the computer system - so that they've got access to the computer? 
They can actually request things on the computer and they've got 

73 
access - possibly even Internet access. 

To complete the scenario, you could: 

... programme the librarian to go In there on a sort of consultancy 
hours basis so that, agaln, the librarian as gatekeeper is facilitating 
people's access to all these different components of the library service 
which don't necessarily all come together In the same place at the same 

74 
time, 

Ignoring 'culture, local materials and the social thing', because 

libraries should be providing those 'for years', one would need to look 

instead at future information resources - resources that libraries will 

not be acquiring, for such resources will: 

... just exist in the ether. What librarians will need to do is to know 
what is where, and what are the best sources, because people sitting at 
home with these screens will still be as confused in the future as they 

75 
are now about where to go for information. 

Oldroyd denied that this was 'an active plan' for the library service in 

Leicestershire, but asserted that it was more than just a 'musing', 

Furthering the development of the mobile service could be a way of 
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exploiting the thousands of books tied up in small libraries and 

inaccessible for most of the time, Providing greater access to 

technology from smaller community buildings, or perhaps in hired 

rooms in a dual purpose environment such as a post office, could help 

solve the information needs of small communities with libraries that 

currently offer only a limited range of printed reference stock, Hilary 

Hammond in Norfolk, for example, is experimenting with village shop 

libraries
76

, but then, most of the history of managing library provision 

in counties, has been the result of this sort of 'experimentation', All 

permutations of the same management dilemma: 

So, there's almost a continuing dichotomy between the needs of the 
local community, and the ability of management to provide the right 
solution, But I don't think you can ignore technology in this, You've 

77 
got to say, 'as technology emerges, are there better ways of doing it?' 

The above analysis essentially addresses the information function of 

public libraries, but what of the library as the quiet refuge identified 

by Aslib78
? Oldroyd wondered why, if this was a component of the 

library service, it would be necessary to assuage it by having a 'room 

lined with thousands of books' 79, Looking across the network, 

though, he agreed that it would be possible to provide a strong case 

for such facilities being available in both the remaining County Level A 

and Level B libraries, He remained unconvinced, however, how this 

need necessarily be a function of the Level C libraries as there would 

be other opportunities within village life to fulfil the public library's 

sociallegacy80, 
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4.5 Conclusion 

This Chapter has defined how the interviewees approached the 'new 

managerialist' culture and shown the scope of 'service awareness' 

information. It has also outlined the extent to which marketing has 

lent greater definition to the purpose of the library service during an 

era of funding constraints, new expectations and technological 

innovation. 

Taking this last point, Oldroyd was in favour of further developing the 

Internet, assumed that it would be around for a long time, but was 

not sure if it was 'the answer to everything'. 

Yet, even so, the objective of the library service was that of ensuring: 

.. , that information is networked - not just information In the ether 
coming from anywhere Into the Internet, but local information, 
business information. At the moment. we're developing a CD ROM 
network across the County. How long is that technology valid really, 
and how long will It be before, as a public library service, we see It as 
our role to provide publicly a lot of information - business information, 

81 
business directories - the whole CD ROM thing? 

On balance the interviewees showed adaptability but, working within 

the constraints of poor technological innovation and little special 

funding has meant that some of the promise of the 'new 

managerialism' could not be followed through, however vigorously its 

new- ideas may well have been adopted and embraced. 
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Conclusion 

Understanding the Past and Reading the Future? 

Continuity and Change: 1963-1997 

I do think that we have restructured too many times - tended to be a 
bit too clever ... You need some management, but you don't need layer 

1 
alter layer of management, 

John Hinks, 16 June, 1997 

I don't see the future for a lot of the library service - the Information 
service particularly - as accessed at the library, I mean, people will be 
accessing It at home. 

Circumnavigating the institution-based approach to library 
provision? 

Yes, that's right. The librarian as gatekeeper, the librarian as 

facilltator, the librarian as mentor really. 
2 

Peter Oldroyd: 'Reading The Future', June 1997 

5.1 Introduction 

This fmal chapter will bring together some of the themes that have 

predominated throughout this study. but will focus more on where the 

county library service stands as a result of the 1997 local government 

reorganisation, 

Kinnell-Evans said in her conclusion to All change? in 1991 that the 

public library service faced a period of 'turbulence and change' and 
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that 'understanding the past is one means of anticipating the future,3. 

Looking at this situation in 1997, to a large extent that 'turbulence 

and change' has now passed, and Peter Oldroyd considered that the 

library service could look forward to a period of stability and 

consolidation following the recent upheavals. This could apply just as 

equally to the national political situation as it could with that localll. 

However, has seeking to understand the past allowed the present 

Acting Chief Librarian to anticipate the future? Oldroyd was certainly 

aware of the current pressure to prioritorize recent technological, 

political and administrative/strategic change into strategies for future 

development, but these same changes are also constraints threatening 

the realisation of such strategies. These have been explored 

throughout this study. 

At the moment, 'understanding the past' has permitted a greater 

clarification of the present. After all, there are some striking 

similarities between Leicestershire in 1997, and that which existed in 

the mid to late 1960s, but differences too. As mentioned in Chapter 

Three, these differences lie with the current cultural context of 

management, as well as with the administrative constraints of the 

recent changes. Oldroyd denied that his structure was particularly 

intrapreneurial, but asserted that it could be in the months ahead. the 

current emphasis being on the imperative to settle and consolidate. 

These were not, however. paramount motivations with the eqUivalent 

group structure of the 1960s. when expansion with one eye on what 

was happening with Leicester was the core of strategiC thinking. The 

key to understanding the development of the library service in 

Leicestershire in the 1960s was the anticipation of larger library 

authority units that would facilitate the merging of urban and rural 

areas into one 'comprehensive' resource base. The key to 

understanding the current situation in Leicestershire does not lie in 
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that anticipation, and therein lies the change behind the apparent 

continuity. 

5.2 Leicestershire in 1997: Management Change 

It would seem apt that this study returns to its starting point in 

Chapter Two, and examines where Leicestershire is 34 years later in 

1997. 

Figure 10 (colour coding as in Figure 9) shows management change 

over this period as a continuum, and makes it clear how at various 

stages that change has been part evolutionary in response to 

* development, and part consolidatory in response to 'down sizing' 

7or6Atea 
Librasiansj7or6 
Area-Based Teams 

11992-1997) 

1 x Senior Manager, 3 · 
County Managers /11 

Area Managers/l1 
Area-Based Teams 

11988-1992) 

14 Group Librasians/14 
Library Groups 

11968-1970) 

3 District l.tbrarian"j15 
Group Llbrarianslt5 

Library Groups 
(1997- ) 

Leicestershire 
County Library 

Service 
Management: 

1963-1997 

4 Divisional Librarians/ 
11 Area LibrasiansJ 11 

Area-Based Teams 
11980-19881 

4Psincipal Librasians/4 
Area-Based Teams 

11970-1974) 

8 HOLISs/t3 Psincipal 
Librarians /8 Area-Based 

Teams 
11974-1980 1 

Figure 10: Representation of the Continuum from Groups Through 
Teams and back to Group Librarianship: 1968-1997 

• 
See also Figure 9, Chapter 3, facing page 57. 
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5.2.1 Managing the Past: 1922-1963 

To see how complex management has become, an additional 

perspective could be to look back very briefly at the situation before 

1963. For most of these earlier years. managing the County Library 

Service would have consisted largely of being able to maintain a 

workable communications network between Library headquarters and 

some 200 odd library centres. Professional management was very 

centralised. there being no equivalent cover of its small number of 

four branch libraries until 19496
• 

A big leap in management strategic thinking came in the years 
. 6 

following the 1948 memorandum. In the 1950s the planning and 

monitoring of mobile routes, and the strategic review that was 

periodically necessary to accompany these. led to a more 

experimental/entrepreneurial form of management. and, as the mobile 

fleet grew. so the closure by the early 1960s of most of the library 

centres became part of a 'strategic plan' to serve the rural 

communities more 'efficiently' and 'economically'. 

5.2.2 Managing the Past: 1963-1974 (Maps: 1964-1970, 1973; Figures 1-
2, Chapter 2) 

When building restrictions were relaxed in the late 1950s, the Library 

Committee approved the building of additional and/or better equipped 

libraries that would be both professionally staffed. and open for longer 

hours. The then County Librarian, John Riggs, thought that each 

newly built library should have a librarian-in-charge7
, but his 

successor carried into fruition. a different plan, which consisted of 

concentrating the professional side of the service on key focal full-time 

libraries within each group of libraries. The number of groups 
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increased as new libraries were built, and their management or 

professional needs became the responsibility of a Group Librarian 

either alone or with the help of a small team. Not having a librarian at 

each service point was one way of saving on expensive professional 

resources in a rapidly expanding network, but it was also a 

recognition that in a high demand-led service, librarians in charge of 

every service point would either have too little time for their 

professional work, or too much, and both extremes pointed to an 

inefficiently used resource. 

However, by the time the 1969 0 & M review 8 introduced the concept 

of team-based librarianship, it had been found that many of the 

Group Librarians still had insufficient time for their increasingly 

demanding professional responsibilities. Moreover, they were doing 

far too much of the routine management work that could be 

performed more productively by non-professional staff. In addition, a 

growing funding predicament suggested that reducing the numbers of 

professional staff would prompt important savings. The review was 

the fIrst in the Country to consider the idea of a professional-clerical 

split in the management of the library service, and of withdrawing the 

professional element completely from any 'front-end' management of 

the service. 

Those librarians that remained after the staff reductions and the 

restructuring were reorganised into teams based at various libraries 

throughout the network, but operating across a number of library 

groups within anyone of four areas. 
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5.2.3 Managing the Past: 1974-1997 (Figures 3-7b, Chapter 3) 

After reorganisation in 1974, the number of areas was increased to 

eight, and each area was the responsibility of a HOLlS. The 

Principal/Team Leader Librarians then ran each team as a deputy. In 

1980, the network was scaled down, and four Divisional Librarians, 

each responsible for at least two of the new 11 Area Librarians, 

replaced the eight area HOLlSs. The Divisional Librarians were later 

substituted by a 'management' team of three County Managers, and a 

Senior Manager. 

Jo Kennedy restructured again, removed the upper 'County 

Management' tier altogether, made the structure less hierarchical, 

reclassified the Area 'Managers' as Area 'Librarians', and reduced the 

number of areas responsible to the Assistant County Director. 

5.2.4 Managing the Present: 1997- (Map: 1997; Figures 8-9, Chapter 3) 

Finally, following reorganisation in 1997, the restructured service 

returned once more to the old system of Group Librarians managing 

one of 15 Groups in a reduced County area. 

For much of the previous 27 years, managing each individual library 

had been the responsibility of non-professional library assistants, and 

technological innovations had obviously facilitated this process, as 

many of the functions which previously could only have been 

exercised by suitably trained professional librarians - such as 

bibliographical work - could now be perfonned by library assistants. 

By 1997, though, it was realised that there was an insufficient 

professional element at the front-end of the service, and therein lay 

some of the purpose behind the recent restructuring. The fonner 

system of devolving some of the decision making had been one that 
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was designed to operate within a large network needing flexibility at a 

local level if it was to operate efficiently, and become more 'customer 

care' oriented. Mter April 1997, with a third of the network having 

gone elsewhere, this need for devolved management flexibility was less 

apparent. For the professional librarians, the result has meant a 

more, not less hierarchical structure, and one against the trend of 

relating increased hierarchy to growing administrative complexity. 

The function of library management is obviously to ensure an efficient 

use of staff in order to facilitate a more accessible and exploitable 

'front-end' service for the user. Nevertheless, ideas and attitudes 

towards change rarely operate in a vacuum. and management change 

in Leicestershire since 1963. has been in part aided or controlled by a 

complex external environment. Political change. in particular. has 

established many frameworks within which local government has had 

to operate. and. since 1965, having to provide a library service has 

increased the pressure on Chief Officers to justify their priorities. 

whilst Library Committees have generally asked more demanding 

questions of their Chief Officers. 

Nevertheless. making library services mandatory on local authorities 

was probably the least of the consequences of the 1964 Act. Of greater 

significance were the requirements that library authorities should 

manage a more 'comprehensive and efficient' service. and that they 

should encourage a greater use by both adults and children of the 

services being provided. There have been tremendous fmancial 

implications ever since. and most reports on the library service over 

the last 20 years have increased that burden by highlighting the 

deficiencies in existing provision - thereby. rendering the management 

of such diversity that much more difficult. and increasing the 

likelihood of staff reduction-related restructuring (for reasons 

explained in conclusion to Chapter Three). 
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This study has also suggested, that for Leicestershire, technology has 

not liberated the service from the service constraints of the past. 

Indeed, without adequate outside fmancial help, it has actually 

increased the burden, and Peter Oldroyd would repeatedly make 

reference to the need for more 'special funding' from whatever source 

in order to irmovate the technological age. 

5.3 Leicestershire in 1997: The Rut/and Question? 

Any discussion of where Leicestershire is in 1997, does require some 

understanding of what has been dubbed the 'Rutland question' 9. At 

this point, one can bring Kinnell-Evans' 'anticipation of change' up-to

date. In some senses, the fate of Rutland itself is irrelevant to this 

study since the question of whether Leicestershire manages Rutland's 

four libraries does not appear to be a matter of much strategic 

consequence to Peter Oldroyd, or his predecessors, and is probably 

easily surmountable. What is Important, though, is the symbolism of 

such a question, for the process of 'breaking up' some counties into 

smaller unitary areas, does have management implications, and the 

'Rutland question' is more about the principle of that side of the issue 

than of the loss of Rutland itself. 
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Table 5 shows the extent of the loss: 

Major 
Level A 
Level B 
Level C 

Total (%01 . 
pre-reorg. 
libraries) 

Table 5: 

Leicestershire Leicestershire Leicester City Rutland 
before After After After 

Reorganisation Reorganisation Reorganisation Reorganisation 

3 4% 0 0% 3 14% 0 0% 
7 9% 6 12% 1 5% 0 0% 

17 22% 9 17% 7 32% 1 25% 
51 65% 37 71% 11 50% 3 75% 

78 100% 52 67% 22 28% 4 5% 

Leicestershire Libraries Before and After Reorganisation in 
April 1997 (Percentages rounded up or down to nearest whole 
integer) 

Leicestershire had earlier been charged by its elected members to 

'preserve the integrity of the network', on the grounds that it had been 

managed for 23 years 'on a basis of a network with the City 

libraries' 10. Nevertheless, a glance at some of the more Significant 

statistics in this table will show how this was not achieved. Apart 

from the loss of the 'hub' of the old network to Leicester, there is a 

much greater preponderance of Level C libraries from 65% of the 

former Leicestershire 'County Library Service to 71% of the new. In 

other words, the smaller libraries open for under 30 hours a week, will 

become even more problematic to the senior management of the 

County Service than they were before. 

Each of the interviewees had plenty to say on the 'Rutland Question'. 

Jo Kennedy favoured a unitary Leicestershire, as far as library 

provision was concerned; but thought that the. County Council had 

gone too far in promoting its own significance to Leicestershire. lie 

felt that there had been a lot of pressure from the members, the Chief 

Executive, and other senior officers of the County Council, to maintain 

the geographical Leicestershire with all the benefits for each of the 

services that that would entail: 
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but this is complicated by the City's own desire to be a unitary 

authority. Setting this aside, though: 

What seems a pity to me, Is that they've Just pulled the County apart 
- that they've, If you want to be emotive. ripped the heart out of the 
County. The thtng about the City boundary being where It Is. and the 
fact that people look to Leicester who actually live outside the City 
boundary .... So In a way, It seems a bit daft to draw a line around the 
City as a different local authority. but there are arguments both 

15 
ways. 

From a library management point of view, though, the current joint 

arrangements between Leicester and Leicestershire should ensure 

that, for at least the next two or three years (five in the case of IT), 

there is complete inter-availability of stock. Moreover, the delivery 

service covers the whole County and City area
16

• As far as the public 

will be aware, reorganisation will not have resulted in any appreciable 

difference to the service that they see at the front end. 

Hinks also felt that management should be the easier for 

reorganisation being behind rather than ahead of the strategic 

planning process17
• Oldroyd, though, has still to work with and 

manage the consequences - and this again, could be all the harder, as 

he was involved in the processes leading up to and beyond the greater 

Leicestershire in 1974. Without Leicester and Rutland, the 

background to Oldroyd's management in the future will involve a 

corporate, as well as a service-based awareness, that against a 

'changed balance' of priorities, the County Council would in the 

future: 

be changing the focus somewhat from the urban emphasis to a 
suburban and rural emphasis. That's inevitable, so that's bound to 

18 
change the thinking In terms of the management of the organisation. 
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I wasn't happy with the way In which that became an almost 
overriding priority. The public relations side of that. I felt that It was 
up to the Local Government Commission, and that If we were providing 
good services In Leicestershire as a whole, they would see the common 
sense of Integrating services, and the strength as It were of rural areas 
and urban areas being linked together.... I was unhappy about the 
way In which we were almost pressurised Into ... window dressing a 

11 
bankrupt store! 

On the other hand, the earlier 1974 unification of the two authorities 

as one 'marvellous resource' capable of addressing 'comprehensively' 

the growing needs of the urban and rural areas of Leicestershire, had 

been one of its strengthsl2. 

Kennedy was not alone in this view, and both he and John Hinks 

speculated on the implications of a fmancial and/or political situation 

developing in either authority that could lead to a suspension of the 

current arrangements for free access and inter-availability of stock 

between the two authorities1S
• Especially, one might add, because of 

the different political and ethnic complexions of the two authorities -

Leicester is Labour controlled, and one quarter Asian, whereas 

Leicestershire is predominantly Conservative, but with enough 

Alliance and Labour members to ensure that the County Council has 

remained a hung authority'. 

When John Hinks had joined Leicestershire in 1975, things were 

'settling down from the last reorganisation in 1974'. He, therefore, felt 

pushed to comment: 

So having spent 20 odd years trying to make It all work together, It 
seemed silly to me. I certainly think It's wrong to split It up In terms of 

14 
strategic planning/service .... 

There is a further argument, that reorganisation has ignored the 

historical and geographical importance of Leicester to Leicestershire. 

As Indeed It has been since 1981. 
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5.4 Leicestershire in 1997: Reading the Future 

All the interviewees also commented on where they saw library 

services in the future. 

When Geoffrey Smith came to Leicestershire in 1963, the County 

library movement was at the height of its ·inspiration and evangelism' 

as the new flagship of the library movement. It had effectively taken 

over from the municipal library movement with its heritage of 'ancient 

buildings, stuffY attitudes and tight political control'19. County library 

services tended to be more innovative and experimental, and the 

mobile library service, as the main 'distillation' of this 

experimentation, is one reason why it is of such importance today -

embodying as it does, an important part of the county movement's 

historical and functional legacy. It can also be viewed as part of its 

management legacy, and Leicestershire, as has been shown, was no 

exception to this analysis. 

By 1990, Geoffrey Smith could still recognise some of the 

Leicestershire Library Service that he had joined in 1963: 

Yes - a network of service points close to the community. and above 
20 

all. a crusading style ... 

He took pride in the fact that he still had good people to work with, 

and it will be remembered that this was one of the attributes that he 

felt Leicestershire had in 1963, and which meant he could work with 

the 'potential' towards a more proactive future. 

As with the other interviewees, he was still convinced of the need for 

'imagination, good interpersonal skills and a conviction of the 

importance of public libraries' from new recruits to the service. Yet, it 
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was also important in his view to be adaptable. and he placed some of 

the blame for what he saw as the 'defeatist attitude of public 

librarians who've taken their bats home in relation to new corporate 

ideas. new management ideas' .1 with those writers who have turned 

their backs on an appropriate response to discontinuous change. 

With an attitude of still wanting Leicestershire. and beyond. to 

experiment with new ideas. he thought that trailer libraries or the 

French idea of separate mobiles for different services could be a better 

way of serving the new sub-urban background to the County Library 

Service than maintaining the existing inefficient network of Level C 

libraries". Though in the 1960s. Smith had been an enthusiast for 

developing these smaller libraries in the fIrst place. then. they had a 

different strategic importance during an era of network expansion. 

service development. more accessible funding. and the new political 

interest in the purpose and function of libraries. Such a large 

network of small libraries seems less feasible as a management 

proposition during a time of economic restraint. technical innovation 

and new managerial ideas of provision. 

Jo Kennedy's style was less entrepreneurial. but he shared with Smith 

'some admiration for the pioneers - particularly of the County Library 

Service - and the emphasis they placed on it as an educational tool for 

people' 23. Likewise. he still had a: 

... very strong belief In the value of the public library service as a 
resource for opportunity for local people. for self-development. for 

24 
people as It were releasing their potential. 

Of the four interviewees. he was probably the most reluctant to agree 

to public libraries assuming a holistic attitude towards embracing all 

forms of technology and electronic information. He believed that 

libraries should still be about the 'serendipity quality of their use· 25
• 
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Furthennore, it should still be an important function of the library 

service to preserve: 

.. , people's access to literature and to infonnation - access to a 
source of self-development that wasn't judgmental, and In a way which 

26 was a resource for them to do their own thing. 

Underpinning this 'self-development' would be the facility to 'browse 

through as wide a range of materials as possible' - not all of which 

need be entirely electronic in format, and packaged to someone else's 

specification. Similarly,: 

.. , there is still that desire at the heart of the service to selVe the 
customers in the same way as we've always striven to selVe them. And 
however many advances there have been in technology. or however 
much dalliance with money-making schemes and all the rest, the core 
of the service still remaIns a general lending and reference book stock, 

27 
and that's as It·s always been since I started in libraries. 

John Hinks shared with Geoffrey Smith, and later Peter Oldroyd, a 

similar view of the importance of the mobile service as a way of 

delivering services to rural communities. He considered their chief 

advantage to rest with the greater exploitation of stock over a longer 

number of weekly 'live' opening hours26. 

Looking back, he agreed there had been 'a lot of change', but 'quite a 

lot of continuity as well': 

I think always an emphasis on books and the book lending service. 
Despite all the IT and the infonnation and the videos. the book lending 
service. although it has declined in use dramatically in the last 10 or 

29 
20 years, is still the backbone of the service. 

Moreover, balancing the achievements against the constraints, 

prompted the view that Leicestershire throughout the period of this 

study: 
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." has been fairly innovative and proactive. and has led the field in 
certain things like team lIbrartanship, community lIbrartanship .. , land 
alsoJIn terms of services to ethnic minority people ... , Computerisation, 
we were never in the first flight of that. We were fairly near the front. 
Schools service has always been good. There are some aspects of 
services where leicestershire could claim to have been proactive and 

30 
leading. There are others where I suppose we hadn't. 

One of the issues that did seem to have been important concerned the 

question of the future context of library service development. Reading 

the Future had, after all, cast doubt on what it saw as the 

'entertainment' role of public libraries31
, including within that, the 

provision of leaflets, and other community information in authorities 

such as Leicestershire. Hinks could certainly see the recreational role 

of libraries declining, but thought that 'all the objectives are still 

there': 

I think education is still In Its broadest sense very important. I 
think In terms of adult learning, ... that's becoming a growth area for ... 
IIbrartes .... Life long learning is a good thing for lIbrartes to support. J 
think what has declined, and J think will probably continue to decline 
to some extent, is the purely recreational reading In terms of the light 

32 
fiction. 

On balance, he thought that it was unlikely that the public library 

service would become purely economic in function, and with the 

recent change in Government, was hoping for a different cultural 

context from the new Department of Culture, Media and Sport. Of the 

performance measures that were so much the tone of the previous 

administration, he remarked: 

J think lIbrartes are mainly about quality of life, and how on earth do 
33 

you measure that? 

He agreed with Jo Kennedy, that there was a danger in: 

.,. lIbrartes going too far down the IT road. They've got to be there -
It's a part of what they do, and J think IIbrartes should continue to offer 
a range of services, and access to the Internet. or whatever, should be a 
part of that. But I think you probably shouldn't go overboard on that. 
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I mean, If you say, "right we'll throw out all the books and turn libraries 
Into cybercafes", I think In ten years, maybe five years, you'd be 
struggling If people wanted Igood] books. I think books will still be 

S4 
around to that extent .... 

Clearly, as Peter Oldroyd is currently Acting Chief Librarian for the 

County Library Service, his perspective throughout this study has to 

be viewed as being less reflective, because obviously. some of his 

current ideas and attitudes could be translated into action given a 

suitable context and meeting of circumstances. For the moment. the 

County Library Service needs to settle to its new administrative area, 

and greatly reduced, and arguably less effiCient. network. Politically. 

at committee level, the poliCies of the new County Council will possibly 

be shaped more by the Conservative heartlands within the rural and 

semi-urban communities of Leicestershire, than they were hitherto 

when there was a strong political balance of Labour interests from 

City wards. Economically and socially. and, linked to the last point. 

there will be a need for Leicestershire to be more responsive to the 

needs of its now smaller. and more scattered rural and semi-urban 

base. Although ethnic communities exist in places such as 

Loughborough, and there has been a 'major move out of Leicester' 35. 

there will still be less of a need to target such interests on the sort of 

scale that there needed to be with the hitherto high ethnic bias of 

communities within Leicester. Similarly. what role will there be for 

the commercial side of the service. given that 40% of the former 

County's employment base rested on Leicester?36 Both sets of 

interests had been an important part of strategiC planning and 

management thinking in the period from 1974 to 1997. Technically. 

there is a need for greater funding resources to manage the diversity 

of information media and formats that exist today. 

This is really the wider context which Peter Oldroyd and the new 

management structure will have to manage for at least the next few 

years. 
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Oldroyd's views on the functionality of the network, the role of the 

library building in service provision, and the position of technological 

innovation in the library service have been discussed already and do 

not need reiterating here (see Chapter Four). Looking towards the 

future, though, a number of areas will need protecting. Yet, if 

information provision, special needs and children's services are all 

'non-negotiable' areas, outside of these, there is what he identified as 

the 'wobbly centre of the service': 

There is a whole area In the middle that you might call the 
recreational service which is negotiable. Everything else is non
negotiable. We must provide it, and we must provide it free. Possibly 
with the exception of some of the IT. Whether the public Internet you 
charge for, I don't know?37 

However, what is making recreational provision even more difficult at 

the moment is the problem of the Leicestershire bookstock. Oldroyd 

was more bothered by the quality than the quantity: 

We've probably have had over recent years too many books In our 
libraries anyway. Librarians have been reluctant to throw books out .... 
BaSically, I would say that we could probably reduce the number of 
volumes on our shelves and stlll provide an appropriate service. What 

38 
we can't do, I think. is to keep pace with the wear and tear. 

Yet, if thinking of the library service in terms of a 'recreational book 

lending service' is in 'some sort of decline, because the book stocks are 

in decline' 39, this could raise an interesting question about the future 

relationship of the County to the 'hub' of the old network, now 

administered by Leicester. Leicestershire may have no immediate 

plans for a rival 'hub' of print-based material, but could it be possible 

to provide a rival 'virtual hub' library of electronic information if print

based information continues to decline? Once developed to a full 

electronic specification, this could then have a rival momentum of its 

own. Setting aside the financial aspect, such a prospect would require 
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not so much a building, but more a series of access terminals housed 

in communities across Leicestershire. Oldroyd agreed that: 

... a lot of what Is currently provided from a reference IIbrruy In the 
middle of Leicester, could possibly be better provided from some virtual 
IIbrruy, or whatever, from somewhere In the County .... 

However, the drawback at present would have to be that: 

I don't think that, politically, the County Council Is mature enough 
In the new dispensation even to be considering that. It's got bigger 

40 
enough fish to fry. 

Oldroyd was similarly quite cautious about Sunday opening in the 

County's libraries. He considered that it would be more likely to be a 

library in Leicester than in Leicestershire, though, maybe a pilot 

scheme could be run at Loughborough or Hinckley. At the moment, 

though, the County Service is more interested in monitoring its new 

eight o'clock openings, and, as Oldroyd remarked, 'We've responded to 

something that's said in the DNH Review - we've responded to 

comments that our own people have made to us' 41. 

Another area that will need monitoring is the national political context 

of future library development. Reading the FUture addressed such 

issues as trial performance plans for July 1997, and full plans by 

199842 (see appendix twelve). Both sets of plans will still be required 

from the new Government, but Oldroyd agreed that there would 

probably be more of a 'best value' middle ground in the future. This 

should hopefully allow both the library service to breathe, and for 

more issues to be raised in a less confrontational political context -

such as existed in the late 1980s with CCT and educational reform. 

On balance: 

We've learnt a lot - we've been pushed Into thinking In terms of 
private sector style of managing and style of provision of service, and I 
don't think that will go away. One thing that Is instructive Is the 
change of attitude of this Government to compulsory competitive 
tendering .... They're moving away from CCT to getting 'best value' ... . 
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Rather than a Labour Government requlIing authorities to make their 
own provision, they're leaving It quite open ..... 43 

This would mean both continuing 'to Involve the private sector'. and 

having: 

... to be very creative .... [Yet.1 what local government managers, and 
library managers. have got to address. Is the sources of additional 
funding - other than what Is going to be provided by the tax payer. We 

44 really have got to address that, and I don't know the answer myself. 

What of the future relevance of ideas In the 1995 DNH Review48? As 

far as kiosks. management innovation, user awareness. Information 

Technology. and other sources of funding are concerned, clearly 

Aslib's fmdlngs have coloured the many ideas and muslngs that have 

appeared throughout this study. Oldroyd's ideas with regard to 

fragmenting provision to the smaller communities through a number 

of different modes of delivery are a distillation. for the most part. of 

issues raised by The Review. and county library services are more 

likely to experiment with these than are urban authorities with no 

wide areas to administer. Not that Leicestershire is an especially large 

county. but the legacy of small scattered communities still remains. 

and these will be even more a part of strategiC management thinking 

In the future than they have been in the past. The DNH Review and 

Reading the Future simply add to the debate. In the future. and in the 

new political environment. it may well be, that reports such as these 

will not so much instruct what should happen at local level. but will 

rather suggest on a more equal playing field. Public library services. 

no less than local authorities generally. should benefit from that. 
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5.5 Conclusion 

Over the last 30 years covered by this study, Leicestershire has moved 

from being the County that Geoffrey Smith was to refer to as the 

'pariah' of English counties 46 to one which has information provision 

and services to children as the core of its achievement and its 

objectives for the future. Peter Oldroyd, however, thought that it 

would be: 

... difficult to assess Leicestershire In terms of Its ... standards of 
service .... Iflt were possible to establish criteria against which to put a 
league table together In terms of service, I would say that we were 
probably somewhere In the middle. Certainly, we're not at the cutting 
edge of Innovation. There are reasons for that. It's got something to do 
with funding, It's got something to do with the damaging effects of local 
government reorganisation, and the amount of time It takes to recover 

47 
from that. 

Demographically and geographically, the County Library Service is 

currently administering an area that is not dissimilar to that of its 

1960s predecessors, and, quite reasonably, its new management 

structure also bears a similarity to that which existed before 1970 - it 

has been used before, and for a time, it worked. Therein lies the value 

of 'understanding the past'. 

'Anticipating the future', is more complex. Geoffrey Smith seemed to 

think, and this has been subsequently confirmed by a recent Library 

Association Record report, that there would probably be another 

round of local government reorganisation within the next five years 

which would effectively remove libraries to a greater regional 

authOrity46. As far as the East Midlands is concerned, this would 

cover Leicestershire, Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire, the idea being, 

that libraries would become a part local and part regional service. This 

would actually go far beyond McColvin's envisaged 'unit' 49 for 

Leicestershire and Rutland, but as Peter Oldroyd, did not refer to any 
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such development in his comments on current strategic thinking, one 

would have to conclude that as of now, it is not a part of 

Leicestershire's forward thinking. Yet, if it is correct, it would only 

help to prove how much of public library management can be little 

more than a response to the ebb, flow and whim of each political, or 

other contextual, tide. However, this would leave an impression of the 

interviewees as merely passive commentators, which, had space 

permitted a longer political discourse, one could have partly 

disproved. Contextual change can be destructive when it meets with 

resistance, and it can be creative when it meets with accommodation, 

whilst responding to change enables management to strategically plan 

around a policy of containing, consolidating or developing that which 

has happened previously. Moreover, responding entreprenuerially or 

positively, accommodates further change. The recent management 

restructuring may face backwards by 30 years by way of 

consolidation, but it is also trying to lean forward by way of 

development, and once the effects of the recent reorganisation have 

been contained, then maybe, the service will again be able to look 

outwards. If Lionel McColvin was right over 50 years ago, and 

Geoffrey Smith is correct in 1997, then five years hence, the former's 

vision, and some newly envigoured and creative entrepreneurial 

pragmatism could bisect yet again, as they did in Leicestershire after 

1974, only to diverge once more in 1997. 
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Interview with Geoffrey Smith Appendix One 

Part A: Leicestershire In 1963 

1. When you joined Leicestershire County Libraries, what were you 
immediate or first impressions of the standards of provision? 

2. Were there any peculiar difficulties that you felt Leicestershire could 
have overcome and which for various reasons they were not 
attempting? 

3. Could you briefly colour a picture of the standards of library provision, 
the degree of co-operation, and any tensions between the County, 
Leicester City Libraries, Rutland, Loughborough, Oadby, Melton 
Mowbray and Hinckley? 

4. How did the other authorities view co-operation, their own 
independence, and any need for interdependence of provision or 
resources? 

5. Was the mood in the County Library Service in 1963 one of cautious 
or exhilarated optimism as a result of an expanding bookfund and a 
large branch building programme? 

6. Did they see services becoming cramped through a lack of resources, 
or was the expectation one of expansion into new areas? 

7. How did the Bourdillon and Roberts' reports affect library authority 
thinking and management perspective? 

8. Did you see yourself as a neutral custodian of a largely book-based 
service, or as a proactive manager keen to expand and initiate the 
library service into new areas of information provision? 

-----------------_. - -_. 
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Interview with Geoffrey Smith Appendix One 

Part B: The Impact Of The 1964 Public Libraries And Museums Act 

1. In the immediate term, how did you feel that the management of the 
library service would be affected by the need to provide a 
'comprehensive and efficient library service'? 

2. Did the 1964 Act licence a demand for greater service provision by 
making responsibilities a statutory and firm as opposed to a permitted 
duty of local authorities? 

3. Did the Act extend the need for co-operation to ensure the individual 
survival of the other independent authorities in Leicestershire? 

4. How did you encourage the individual library authorities to co-operate? 

5. Within the County area, how did you want to see services developing? 

6. What was the long term thinking behind the management and service 
changes such as greater use of team structures and grouping of 
libraries into first clusters of libraries in close proximity and then of 
area/regional teams? 

7. What were the most important socio-economic forces within the 
County's administrative area affecting how you developed service 
provision? 

8. How far was your exploration of 'out reach' activities a response to 
community demands as opposed to a library-led desire to reach 
beyond the mobile and static library delivery points? 

9. Did you perceive most needs as being met, and what provision and 
with what success did you seek to develop and evaluate those needs? 

10. Would you say that a typical working day was less or more stressful in 
the 1960s to say just before you retired in 1990? 

11. How were the demands being made upon you greater or lesser than in 
the years following re-organisation in 1974, and especially in the 
1980s? 
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Interview with Geoffrey Smith Appendix One 

Part C: 1972 Local Government Act And 1974 Reorganisation 

These changes must have affected your role as County Librarian and vastly 
increased your workload and responsibilities with the absorption of Leicester, 
and the other independent library authorities into the county network. 

1. Could you firstly say where libraries were placed in the new 'corporate' 
and 'programme led' provision of services in the new local authority 
structure? 

2. How long did the process of absorbing all the former library authorities 
take? 

3. Did the process and result of absorption lead to a more or less 
responsive style of user-oriented management? 

4. Did absorption lead to a greater resource base with which to expand 
existing services, or did it encourage a greater level of demand and a 
correspondingly higher level of service provision from hitherto unheard 
or potential users? 

5. How easy was it to be responsible, accountable, and focused on user 
needs? 

6. Did the more responsive appearance of the service lead to this 
becoming a reality of service provision? 

7. Did you as a result attempt to break down, target and segment existing 
and potential users? 

8. Was service provision more focused as a result? 
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Interview with Geoffrey Smith Appendix One 

Part D: Inflation, Unemployment, Local Government Rate-Capping 
And Constriction: The Thatcher Revolution, The 1980s And 
Leicestershire 

Clearly, unemployment, social unrest, VFM philosophy, the demands of the 
Audit Commission and local authority funding constrictions and restraints will 
have had an impact on library provision in Leicestershire. 

1. How did you deal with these pressures? 

2. What did you seek to preserve, and what to change? 

3. How easy was it to provide or develop an enhanced service? 

4. What pressures were there on you from elsewhere in the local 
authority corporate structure to restrict service provision? 

5. Was the Libraries and Museums Committee sympathetic, 
accommodating or restrictive towards your needs as a manager, and 
the responsibilities of the authority towards its users? 

6. How did budgetary constriction affect how you provided the service? 

7. How did you resist or comply with the pressure to increase charges or 
co-operate with the private sector through PFI initiatives? 

8. When the Government published its 1988 Green Paper, did you see 
this as a suitable way forward, as a confidence trick, or as a cynical 
attempt to introduce a greater mood for privatisation behind a facade 
of flattering the Library service with platitudes about preserving the 
free basic service? 

9. Were you sceptical about the new management attitudes towards 
targets, objectives, strategic planning, management-by-results, SWOT 
analyses, positioning etc.? 

10. Did you believe that this was an inwards focus turned outwards and 
presented as service objectives? 

11. Did you see the jargon of marketing as one of orienting the provision of 
services around a false, fleeting and illusory paradigm shift away from 
a traditional 'safe' provision of books and other printed material? 

12. If accepted, how did you 'market' this paradigm shift to your lower 
managers and library users? 
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Interview with Geoffrey Smith Appendix One 

13. Was responsibility for library provision delegated more to individual 
branch cost centres? 

14. Were there any continuous trends and attitudes towards se Nice 
provision that you could identify over the years since you became 
County Librarian in 1963? 

15. In 1990, what could you recognise of that library se Nice you joined in 
1963? 

16. Did you see yourself by the late 1980s as a marketeerneeding to 
encourage a marketing approach throughout the se Nice, or as a 
librarian trapped within a long since disappeared past and leaving you 
without a solid foundation for a proactive future? 

17. Lastly, when you retired, did you feel optimistic or disillusioned about 
the state of the library seNice you left behind you? 
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Interview with Jo Kennedy/John Hinks Appendix Two 

Part A: Library Provision: A Culture Of Continuity, An 
Environment For Change, A Shift Of Managerial Focus? 

1. When you became County Librarian for Leicestershire, what was the 
state of provision, and what new ideas and attitudes did you perceive 
were going to be important in the future? 

2. How much flexibility did you feel that you had for managing the library 
service given that the Library Service in Leicestershire was a 
separately run department but responsible to a joint Arts, Libraries, 
and Museums Committee of the Council? 

3. Did you find members sympathetic, helpful or interfering to your aims 
for developing the library service? 

Part B: Library Management Of Services In Leicestershire 

1. In order to run the county library service, what role did you assign to 
marketing, and what were the main points of your marketing strategy? 

2. If you perceived marketing to be important in order to ensure the 
survival and continuance of library services, what targeting and 
segmentation did you feel should be a part of overall planning of the 
service? 

3. To secure a successful marketing strategy, could you say how you 
encouraged innovation and intrapreneurship throughout the county 
library service? 

4. How far did you make use of user surveys to ascertain community 
needs and wants and what form did these take? 

5. Did you explore public perceptions of County management structures, 
and of the running of the library service in particular? 

6. How far did you rely on IT and automation to help you in managing the 
library service in Leicestershire, and to what extent did you feel that it 
could be used to extend services and benefits to users? 

7. When you recruited staff to senior management in the library service, 
what qualities did you look for from new recruits? 
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Interview with Jo Kennedy/John Hinks Appendix Two 

8. In looking at the balance of 'generalist managers' to professionally 
trained librarians, what proportion of which did you consider to be 
important to the successful running of a modern, comprehensive and 
efficient library service? 

9. Could you outline the importance that Private Finance Initiatives, joint 
ventures, CCT, income raising/generation and Library and Information 
Plans played in providing a 'comprehensive and efficient' library 
service in Leicestershire? 

10. How did these new sources of funding help the LLlS to extend services 
into new areas or consolidating existing services? 

11. In concluding this section, what did you consider was the main impact 
of privatised attitudes, language and skills both within and towards the 
management of services over the time that you were County Librarian? 

Part C: Continuity And Change? 

1. Over the time that you have been involved in the library service and 
especially in your time at Leicestershire how much continuity and how 
much change did you experience in your capacity as a manager of the 
library service, and in the provision of services generally? 

2. How happy would you have been with the idea of a purely economic 
context for library development as opposed to that of a mixed 
framework of economic, social, educational and recreational 
objectives? 

3. What are your thoughts on the impact of local government 
reorganisation on Leicestershire after the 1992 Local Government 
Act? 

4. Did you feel when you left the Leicestershire in 1993/1997 that things 
would be easier for your successor in some areas, but more difficult in 
others? 

5. Some people envisage a future for librarians more as cybrarians in 
charge of information/recreational cybercafes than as managers 
running stress-free libraries that are quiet refuges for those wishing to 
escape or deal at a slower pace with the rate of economic and social 
changes in our society. What, on balance was your vision for 
Leicestershire when you became County Librarian, and just before you 
took early retirement? 
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Interview with Peter Oldroyd Appendix Three 

Part A: Library Provision - 1997: A Culture Of Continuity, An 
Environment For Change, A Shift Of Managerial Focus? 

1. When you became County Librarian for Leicestershire, what new ideas 
and attitudes did you perceive to be important to the provision of 
library services in the county? 

2. How much flexibility do you have for managing the library service 
given that the Library Service in Leicestershire is a separately run 
department but responsible to a joint Libraries, Museums and Arts 
Committee of the Council? 

3. Do you find members sympathetic to your aims for developing the 
library service? 

Part B: Leicestershire County Council Library Services With 
Leicester City Libraries And Rutland Unitary Authorities. 

1. What do you think will be the impact of the division of the county into 
three separate library authorities? 

2. What arrangements have you made or will you be making for future 
inter-library authority co·operation and co-ordinatio.n in Leicestershire? 

3. Will services will be marketed, targeted or sold between each 
authority? 
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Part C: Library Management Of Services In Leicestershire 

1. In order to run the county library service, what role will marketing play, 
and what will be the main points of your marketing strategy? 

2. If you perceive marketing to be important in order to ensure the 
survival and continuance of library services, could you describe the 
targeting and segmentation processes involved in service provision? 

3. To secure a successful marketing strategy, could you say how are you 
encouraging innovation and intrapreneurship throughout the county 
library service? 

4. How far are you making use of user surveys to ascertain community 
needs and wants and what form do these take? 

5. Do you explore public perceptions of County management structures, 
and of the running of the library service in particular? 

6. How far has IT and automation helped in managing the library service 
ira Leicestershire, and how far has it extended services and benefits to 
users in areas such as self service functioning, CD ROM, Internet 
access, on-line searching? 

7. In recruiting staff to senior management in the library service, what 
qualities are you looking for from new recruits? 

8. What proportion of 'generalist managers' to professionally trained 
librarians would you consider to be important to the successful running 
of a modern, comprehensive and efficient library service? 

9. Could you outline the importance that Private Finance Initiatives, joint 
ventures, CCT, income raising/generation and Library and Information 
Plans play in providing a 'comprehensive and efficient' library service 
in Leicestershire? 

10. How have new sources of funding helped the LLlS to extend services 
into new areas or consolidating existing services? 

11. In concluding this section, what has been the impact of privatised 
attitudes, language and skills both within and towards the management 
of services over the last five or so years? 
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Part D: The Future Of Library And Information Services In 
Leicestershire. 

1. How much continuity and what level of change do you envisage for 
library and information services into the next millennium? 

2. Would you be happy with the idea of a purely economic context for 
library development as opposed to that of a mixed framework of 
economic, social, educational and recreational objectives? 

3. Do you envisage more or less central Government control of service 
levels, standards, budgets? 

4. Could you comment on some of the proposals in the DNH Review and 
Reading the future for new financial initiatives for funding the library 
service, and their proposals for regional library centres (Hyper 
Libraries) and small kiosks on railway stations etc.? 

5. Linked to the above, what do you think that managers will need to 
focus on in the future, and what will be the likely impact on 
management should some of the vision pf the DNH Review come to 
fruition - such as a more access based service less dependent on 
traditional library buildings (de-institutionalisation)? 

6. Given that the aim of the library service should be 'free' access to 
information that may, or may not be, a part of the holdings of the library 
authority concerned, do you think that the shifting balance in the 
relationship between paying for fast and immediate access to 
information held elsewhere, and less comprehensive library authority
based holdings threatens or renews the life force of the library 
movement in its next 150 years? 

7. Some people envisage a future for librarians more as managers in 
charge of information and recreational cybercafes than as managers 
running calm, stress-free libraries that are quiet refuges for those 
wishing to escape or deal at a slower pace with the rate of economic 
and social changes in our society. Which would you like to see for 
Leicestershire, and how best can the LLlS prevent library buildings 
from becoming what some commentators are coming to see as 
museums to outdated experiences? 
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LlSU: UKlLeicestershire Trend Statistics: 1984/85-1994/95 

1984185 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 1988189 1989190 1990191 1991192 1992193 1993194 1994195 

Income and Expenditure at Current Prices 

Total Expenditure (£m) 441.8 467.1 503.4 534.7 584.4 637.8 697.5 744.7 778.2 797.1 774.1 
Total Income (£m) 21.5 24.3 26.8 29.8 31.6 38.1 39.1 46.5 51 56.4 60.2 

Income and Expenditure deflated at 1994 
prices 

Total Expenditure (£m) 722.2 724 757.3 764.1 782.4 798.1 808 812 815.4 811.7 774.1 
Total Income (£m) 35.1 37.7 40.3 42.6 42.3 47.7 45.3 50.7 53.4 57.4 60.2 
Income per capita (£) 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0 

Expenditure on Books 

Book spend (£m) 68.2 75 81 85.8 92.3 98.5 102.2 106.9 109.9 112.2 112.9 
Book spend in real terms 114.9 116.2 120.2 122.2 123.4 123.1 118.4 118.1 114.7 112.9 112.9 
Real book spend per capita (£) 2.03 2.05 2.12 2.15 2.16 2.15 2.06 2.05 1.98 1.94 1.93 

Books issued 

Total (millions) 643.34 638.8 623.93 610.79 583.94 567.55 559.49 575.99 561.76 550.54 534.64 
Per capita 11.4 9.9 9.2 
% Adult Fiction 60 59 54 
% Adult Non-Fiction 23 23 25 
% Children's 17 18 21 

Total Bookstock (OOO's) 141,352 139,156 129,612 
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Audio-Visual 

Total Stock (OOO's) 
% Audio 
% Video 

Income from Audio-Visual Hire 

Service Points 

Open 60 or more hours 
45-59 
30-44 
10-29 
Less than 10 hours 
Mobiles 
Sub-Total 

Institutions 
Total 

Staff 

Total Staff (in post) 
Professional Staff 
Other Non-Manual Staff 
Manual Staff 
Total Staff 

--' 
c.> 
--' 

1984/85 1985/86 1986187 1987/88 1988189 1989190 1990191 1991192 1992193 1993194 1994195 

4,442 
99 

1 

1,977 

81 
867 

1589 
1435 
772 
685 

5,429 

13,668 
19,097 

29,640 
8,076 

17,793 
3,771 

29,640 

5,687 
96 
4 

4,643 

67 
837 

1662 
1514 
539 
710 

5,329 

19,005 
24,334 

29,298 
7,825 

19,068 
2,540 

29,433 

7,171 
87 
13 

11,482 

44 
705 

1643 
1689 
394 
692 

5,167 

19,702 
24,869 

27,281 
6,999 

18,831 
1,452 

27,282 
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1984185 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 1988/89 1989190 1990191 1991192 1992193 1993194 1994195 

Leicestershire Libraries and Information Service: Net Expenditure Per Capita 

Leicestershire (13th largest County 
Population) 
Leicestershire position 

Derbyshire (12th) 
Nottinghamshire (8th) 
lincolnshire (26th) 
Cambridgeshire (21st) 

Cleveland (30th) 

Expenditure per head in Leicestershire 
expressed as a % of Cleveland 

i 

6.22 6.43 7.14 7.90 8.63 9.29 10.44 10.02 10.15 11.03 
19= 20 17= 13= 18 19 13 19= 20 20 

"-7.13" -7:40- 8:91:)" ".8;~7 -9;46; 8.89 8.64 9.09 9.26 10,,14 
.---~~ 

_J.4L.J~7~ 8,H" "8195 __ ,,9,~,,_,,11·.~~. 11;45 11.39 11:52 ·"1f.10 
5.78 6.00 6.02 6.85 7.57 8.19 9.93 9.64 9.60 10.50 
6:94 7,34 -'7:391 7.66C=9;05: 8.96 9.281 10!091 10.04 10.34 .--------

". 7.7~..1E38 8:95 10,·12 10.98 12;44- ". 14t82 15;28 13,33 ~09j 
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Leicestershire Libraries and Information Service: Issues Per Capita 

Leicestershire (13th largest County 
Population) 
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Leicestershire County Libraries: Key Statistics: April 1963-March 1973 

1963/64 1964165 1965/66 1966167 1967/68 1968169 
Population Served 

Leicestershire 315,140 321,420 330,030 316,330 325,720 332,250 
Rut/and 26,430 26,000 27,460 27,950 29,110 29,680 

Total Population Served 341,570 347,420 357,490 344,280 354,830 361,930 

Total Annual Issues 
Leicestershire 2,092,784 2,401,076 2,701,543 2,799,276 3,235,914 3,449,577 

Rut/and 201,126 210,205 217,692 241,805 269,000 297,251 
Total Annual Issues 2,293,910 2,611,281 2,919,235 3,041,081 3,504,914 3,746,828 

Branch libraries 18 28 30 
Library Centres 33 10 9 
Mobile Libraries 6 7 7 7 7 7 

Libraries open 30+ hours 10 10 12 
Libraries open 10-30 hours 20 21 20 
Libraries open under 10 hours i_ 7 7 6 -- -
Total Service Points 57 45 46 44 45 45 

Bookstock Additions 64,977 75,105 87,740 92,740 113,515 159,665 
Total Bookstock 454,274 468,740 532,150 575,398 653,326 768,093 

1969no 1970m 

338,900 344,750 
29,860 29,290 

368,760 374,040 

3,564,669 3,856,371 
293,268 317,490 

3,857,937 4,173,861 

7 7 

12 12 
21 21 

5 6 
45 46 

198,687 221,462 
865,747 1,007,204 

1971n2 

353,980 
29,230 

383,210 

4,192,969 
329,582 

4,522,551 

7 

12 
23 

5 
47 

210,035 
1,102,170 

1972n3 

360,700 
29,700 

390,400 

4,139,934 
370,302 

4,510,236 

7 

21 
17 
3 

48 

199,629 
1,224,297 
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Leicestershire County Library Service: Key Statistics: April 1980 - March 1990 

1980181 1981/82 1982183 1983/84 1984185 1985186 1986/87 1987/88 1988189 1989190 
Annual Cost (£000) 3,889 4,180 nla nla nla 5,492 6,156 6,999 7,703 

Libraries 
Open less than 10 hours per week 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 
Open 10-29 hours per week 41 41 42 40 40 42 42 41 40 40 
Open 30-44 hours per week 18 18 16 17 17 16 16 15 16 16 

Open 45 or more hours per week 13 13 15 17 17 17 17 18 18 18 
Mobile and 'special' mobile libraries 9 10 10 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 
Total Libraries 85 86 87 90 90 91 91 89 89 89 
Books 
On loan 524,261 511,856 520,000 509,000 509,000 504,000 469,000 469,924 440,964 465,783 
on public shelves (lending) 670,938 682,806 812,000 825,000 845,000 842,000 875,000 826,952 912,252 857,865 
on public shelves (reference) 222,000 240,062 88,000 100,000 96,000 99,000 99,000 79,064 85,154 74,716 
In reserve reference 123,000 123,000 
Total stock (including reserve 
stock) 1,948,548 1,967,201 1,969,000 1,984,000 2,001,000 1,973,000 1,991,709 1,889,783 1,774,927 1,765,051 

Annual issues 9,335,367 9,074,125 9,169,376 8,821,608 8,661,352 8,668,203 8,572,665 8,249,833 7,969,707 7,871,545 
Annual issues per head of 
population 11 11 11 10 10 10 10 9.4 9.1 9 

Sound and Video recordings 
On loan 13,527 13,158 14,422 14,558 15,418 16,887 17,616 22,742 19,219 18,819 
On public shelves 33,947 35,371 43,359 49,779 53,319 63,175 67,134 71,185 66,742 67,168 
Total stock (Including reserve 
stock) 59,640 64,911 66,271 75,204 82,867 91,017 94,374 119,713 102,139 105,107 
Annual Issues 423,601 467,901 460,999 444,867 447,139 507,674 546,916 585,426 487,806 433,124 
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Leicestershire County Library Service: Key Statistics: April 1990 - March 1996 

1990191 1991192 1992193 1993194 

Annual Cost 

Libraries 
Open less than 10 hours per week 2 2 2 2 2 
Open 10-29 hours per week 44 45 49 49 49 
Open 30-44 hours per week 15 15 13 13 13 
Open 45 or more hours per week 17 17 17 15 15 

Mobile and ' mobile libraries 13 n/a 12 12 

Books 
On loan 459,213 446,888 456,042 450,065 436,290 
on public shelves (lending) 842,917 828,152 779,726 781,864 867,034 
on public shelves (reference) 74,911 101,264 107,720 104,045 106,693 

In reserve reference 
reserve 

stock) 1,741,283 1,749,932 1,640,016 1,637,925 1,618,837 

Annual 7,800,061 8,075,908 7,836,999 7,398,419 7,165,675 
Annual issues per head of 
population 8.7 8.9 8.7 8.1 7 

'. 

Sound and Video recordings 
On loan 18,103 14,176 14,467 16,714 16,454 
On public shelves 68,091 67,393 65,906 60,029 53,842 
Total stock (including reserve 
stock) 104,912 96,377 93,734 93,966 85,410 

396,318 450,080 8 302,747 243,556 
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Appendix Seven 

The Leicestershire County Library Administrative Area by 
District Population Density (sorted by population density order, 
1961): 1963-1974 (1961 and 1971 Census Reports: Leicestershire) 

District Orientation Type of Council 1961 Census 1971 Census 
from Leicester Authority? Population Po~ulation 

Ashby north-west 
Woulds 

Urban District 3,311 2,994 

Shepshed north-west Urban District 7,179 8,456 
Ashby-de- north-west Urban District 7,460 8,311 
la-Zouch 
Market east Rural District 9,267 11,718 
Harborough 
Castle north Rural District 9,815 11,840 
Donington 
Market south-east Urban District 11,535 14,539 
Harborough 
Lutterworth south Rural District 13,041 18,916 
Ashby-de- north-west Rural District 13,594 14,741 
la-Zouch 
Billesdon east Rural District 18,275 19,931 
Melton and north-east Rural District 18,496 18,958 
Belvoir 
Wigston sub-urban city Urban District 21,415 30,225 

fringe (south) 
Coalville west Urban District 26,156 28,325 
Market west Rural District 27,519 32,222 
Bosworth 
Blaby sub-urban city Rural District 56,424 74,242 

fringe (south-
east) 

Barrow- sub-urban city Rural District 57,195 71,265 
upon-Soar fringe (north) 
Total 300,682 366,683 
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Appendix Eight 

Leicestershire County Libraries: New, Improved or 
Replacement Libraries: 1958-19731 

Library 

Birstall 

GlenHiIIs 
Moira 
Syston 

Wigston 

Braunstone 
Glenfield 
Ibstock 
Mountsorrel 
Sileby 
Thurmaston 
Thurnby Lodge 
Melton Mowbray Area 
and College Library 
Leicester Forest East 
Barrow-upon-Soar 
CoalviUe 
Kibworth 

Lutterworth 
Groby 

Castle Donington 
Countesthorpe 
Great Glen 
Measham 
Shepshed 
Blaby 
Market Bosworth 
Desford 
Kegworth 

Date of 
Opening 
1961 

1962 
1962 
1962 

1962, 
1973 
1964 
1964 
1964 
1964 
1964 
1964 
1964 
1965 

1966 
1968 
1968 
1968 

1968 
1969 

1970 
1970 
1970 
1971 
1971 
1972 
1972 
1973 
1973 

NewllmprovedlExtended? 

Semi-permanent pre-fabricated buildinl 
Semi-permanent pre-fabricated building 
Semi-permanent pre-fabricated building 
Second of the new permanent library buildings to be 
opened in 1962 as a replacement library. 2nd phase 
opened in 1970. 
First permanent new replacement library building in 
1962 since Mkt. Harborough in 1938 
Semi-permanent pre-fabricated building 
Semi-permanent pre-fabricated building 
Shared accommodation 
New library 
New library 
New library 
Semi-permanent pre-fabricated building 
Community College and County area Library within 
UDC boundaries 
Improved accommodation found 
1 st phase replacement library 
Improved accommodation found 
1 st phase replacement library for cramped shared 
accommodation 
1 st phase replacement library 
1 st phase replacement library for cramped shared 
accommodation 
New library built to new DES Standards 
Transferred to larger accommodation 
New library replacing weekly mobile stop 
Staffed service in Parish Room replacing mobile service 
Replacement library 
Replacement library 
Temporary building replacing mobile service 
New library replacing mobile service 
Replacement library 

1 
Data taken from Annual reports, Leicestershire County libraries, Jim Olle's History 

of Leicestershire County library service, and Geoffrey Smith's policy statement, 
1979. 

2 
These are examples of what Geoffrey Smith dismissed as 'huts'. 
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Appendix Nine 

Leicestershire County Libraries: The Development of Library 
Groups: 1963-1970 

Year Library Group 

1963-64 Coalville and Braunstone Groups 
1964-65 Birstall, Braunstone, Coalville, Scraptoft, Thurmaston and Wigston 

Groups (the first of the new post Coa/vil/e groups from 1st December 1964) 
1965-66 Anstey, Birstall, Braunstone, Coalville, Melton Mowbray (with Mobiles 1 & 

2), Scraptolt, Thurmaston and Wigston Groups 
1966-67 Anstey, Birstall, Braunstone, Coalville (with Mobiles 6 & 7), Market 

Harborough (with Mobile 3), Melton Mowbray (with Mobiles 1 & 2), 
Narborough, Thurmaston and Wigston Groups 

1967-68 Headquarters (with Mobile 5) Anstey, Barrow-upon-Soar, Birstall, 
Braunstone, Coalville (with Mobiles 6 & 7), Lutterworth (with Mobile 4), 
Market Harborough (with Mobile 3), Melton Mowbray (with Mobiles 1 & 2), 
Narborouqh, Thurmaston and Wiaston Groups 

1968-69 Headquarters (with Mobile 5) Anstey, Ashby, Barrow-upon-Soar, Birstall, 
Braunstone, Coalville (with Mobiles 6 & 7), Lutterworth (with Mobile 4), 
Market Harborough (with Mobile 3), Melton Mowbray (with Mobiles 1 & 2), 
Narborough, SheRshed, Thurmaston and Wigston Groups 

1969-70 (North and West Leics.) Headquarters (with Mobile 5 [decentralised to 
Syston in 1970]) Anstey, Ashby, Barrow-upon-Soar, Braunstone, Coalville 
(with Mobiles 6 & 7), Shepshed; (South and East Leics.) Lutterworth (with 
Mobile 4), Market Harborough (with Mobile 3), Melton Mowbray (with 
Mobiles 1 & 2), Narborough, Syston (with Mobile 5from mid 1970) and 
Wigston Groups 
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Appendix Ten 

A: Leicestershire Libraries: 1997 (sorted by District/Group) 

District Library Group Library Level: Hours of Post 1997 Library 
A,B,C opening Authority 

(1995) 

North: LOUGHBOROUGH Loughborough A 52 Leicestershire 
1 (District Library) 
s/cn Hathem C 7 Leicestershire 
Mll Mobile 8 Leicestershire 

2 Melton Mowbray Melton A 55 Leicestershire 
Mowbray 

3 Bottesford C 12 Leicestershire 
MI2 Mobile 2 Leicestershire 

4 Birstall Birstall B 41 Leicestersl:'lire 
5 Anstey B 24 Leicestershire 
6 Quom C 17 Leicestershire 
7 Rothley C 19.5 Leicestershire 
8 Mountsorrel C 16.5 Leicestershire 
MI3 Mobile 5 Leicestershire 

9 Syston Syston B 35 Leicestershire 
10 Barrow-upon- C 22.5 Leicestershire 

Soar 
11 East Goscote C 18 Leicestershire 
12 Sileby C 21.5 Leicestershire 
13 Thurmaston C 24 Leicestershire 

14 Shepshed Shepshed B 30 Leicestershire 

South: WIGSTON Wigston A 54 Leicest~~shire 
15 (District Library) 
16 South Wigston C 22 Leicestershire 
Pll G/enParva Leicestershire 

Prison 

17 Market Harborough Market A 52 Leicestershire 
Harborough 

18 Great Glen C 17.5 Leicestershire 
19 Kibworth C 20 Leicestershire 
20 Fleckney C 17.5 Leicestershire 
PI2 Gartree Prison Leicestershire 
MI4 Mobile 3 Leicestershire 

21 Blaby Blaby B 35 Leicestershire 
22 Cosby C 18.5 Leicestershire 
23 Countesthorpe C 17.5 Leicestershire 
24 Sapcote C 14 Leicestershire 
25 Stoney Stanton C 14 Leicestershire 
26 Huncote (p'ship) C 10.5 Leicestershire 
27 GlenHills C 12 Leicestershire 
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Appendix Ten 

District Library Group Library Level: Hours of Post 1997 Library 
A,B,C opening 

. (1995) 
Authority 

28 Glenfleld Glenfleld C 28;5 Leicestetshir.e 

29 Kirby Muxloe C 21 Leicestershire 
30 Leicester Forest C 29 Leicestershire 

East 
31 Enderby C 22 Leicestershire 
32 Welcombe Ave. C 30.5 Leicestershire 
33 Narborough C 17.5 Leicestershire 

County Hall Leicestershire 

34 Lutterworth Lutterworth B 32 Leicestershire 

35 Broughton Astley C 22 Leicestershire 
MI5 Mobile 4 Leicestershire 

36 Olldby Oadby B 52 t:eiceste(shire ... 

West: HINCKLEY Hinckley A 52 Leicestershire 
...F1 a7 ([)istrict Librl!ry) CF.: 

;/-iT,Y'" 
··•· •• ·F .•.. 

38 Burbage C 17 Leicestershire 

39 Coalville Coalville A 51.5 Leicestershire ... ; 
40 Ibstock C 17 Leicestershire 
MI6 Mobile 6 Leicestershire 
M17 Mobile 7 Leicestershire 
U1 Link Leicestershire 

41 Ashby-de-Ia-Zouch Ashby-de-Ia- B 39 Leicestershire 
Zouch 

42 Castle Donington C 23.5 Leicestershire 
43 Kegworth C 21 Leicestershire 
44 Measham C 18 Leicestershire 

45 .. Earl Shllton Earl Shllton B 29 Leicestershire 
46 Barwell C 20.5 Leicestershire 
47 Desford C 21.5 Leicestershire 
48 Groby C 28 Leicestershire 
49 Markfield C 18.5 Leicestershire 
50 Market Bosworth C 20 Leicestershire 
51 Newbold Verdon C 15 Leicestershire 
52 Ratby C 18.5 Leicestershire 
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Appendix Ten 

B Leicester City Libraries: 1997 

District Library Group Library Level: Hours of Post 1997 Library 
A,B,C opening 

. (1995) 
Authority 

Central Central Major 52.5 Lei.c.esterCity 
5.3/1 Lending Lei~~~terCity .... <c> 5412 Goldsmith M;;ijor 52.5 

Music &.Drama 
55/3 Reference and Major 52.5 Leicester City 

Information .. 
56/4 Westcotes B 46 Leicester City 
57/5 Highfields B 45 Leicester City 
58/6 Fosse Centre C 31 Leicester City 
59n Age Concern C 32 Leicester City 
60/8 St Matthews C 18 Leicester City 

Other Beaumont A 52 Leice!>ter City > ..• > ..•• <. 

61/9 Leys 
62110 Belgrave B 41.5 Leicester City 
63/11 Evington B 44 Leicester City 
64112 Knighton B 49 Leicester City 
65/13 Southfields B 41 Leicester City 
66/14 St Barnabas B 54 Leicester City 
67/15 Aylestone C 14.5 Leicester City 
68/16 Braunstone C 25 Leicester City 

Avenue 
69/17 Humberstone C 18 Leicester City 
70/18 Netherhall C 15 Leicester City 
71/19 New Parks C 25 Leicester City 
72120 Rushey Mead C 29 Leicester City 
73/21 Stocking Farm C 8.5 Leicester City 
74122 Thurnby lodge C 16 Leicester City 
8811 800kbus 1 Leicester City 
8812 Bookbus2 Leicester City 
PI311 Leicester Leicester City 

Prison 
U2I1 Link 1 Leicester City 
all Omnl Leicester ciiv 

C Rutland Libraries: 1997 

75/1 Oakham B 43 Rut/and 
7612 Ketton C 14 Rutland 
n/3 Ryhall C 14 Rutland 
7814 Uppingham C 21 Rutland 
PI411 Ashwell Prison Rutland 
PI512 Stocken Prison Rutland 
MI811 Mobile 9 Rutland 
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Appendix Eleven 

Leicestershire Libraries: 1997 (sorted by hours of opening) 

County 
Gartree Prison Leicestershire 
GlenPaNa Leicestershire 
Prison 
Link Leicestershire 
Mobile 2 Leicestershire 
Mobile 3 Leicestershire 
Mobile 4 Leicestershire 
Mobile 5 Leicestershire 
Mobile 6 Leicestershire 
Mobile 7 Leicestershire 

Leicestershire 
Hathem SIC 7 Leicestershire 
Huncote C 10.5 Leicestershire 
(partnership) 
Bottesford C 12 Leicestershire 
GlenHills C 12 Leicestershire 
Sapcote C 14 Leicestershire 
Stoney Stanton C 14 Leicestershire 
Newbold Verdon C 15 Leicestershire 
Mountsorrel C 16.5 Leicestershire 
Burbage C 17 Leicestershire 
Ibstock C 17 Leicestershire 
Quorn C 17 Leicestershire 
Countesthorpe C 17.5 Leicestershire 
Fleckney C 17.5 Leicestershire 
Great Glen C 17.5 Leicestershire 
Narborough C 17.5 Leicestershire 
East Goscote C 18 Leicestershire 
Measham C 18 Leicestershire 
Cosby C 18.5 Leicestershire 
Markfield C 18.5 Leicestershire 
Ratby C 18.5 Leicestershire 
Rothley C 19.5 Leicestershire 
Kibworth C 20 Leicestershire 
Market Bosworth C 20 Leicestershire 
Barwell C 20.5 Leicestershire 
Kegworth C 21 Leicestershire 
Kirby Muxloe C 21 Leicestershire 
Desford C 21.5 Leicestershire 
Sileby C 21.5 Leicestershire 
Broughton Astley C 22 Leicestershire 
Enderby C 22 Leicestershire 
South Wigston C 22 Leicestershire 
Barrow-upon- C 22.5 Leicestershire 
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Appendix Eleven 

Library Level: Hours of Post 1997 Library 
AB,C oDenina Authoritv 

Castie Donington C 23.5 Leicestershire 
Anstey B 24 Leicestershire 
Thurmaston C 24 Leicestershire 
Groby C 28 Leicestershire 
Glenfield C 28.5 Leicestershire 
Earl Shilton B 29 Leicestershire 
Leicester Forest C 29 Leicestershire 
East 
Shepshed B 30 Leicestershire 
Welcombe Ave. C 30.5 Leicestershire 
Lutterworth B 32 Leicestershire 
Blaby B 35 Leicestershire 
Syston B 35 Leicestershire 
Ashby-de-Ia- B 39 Leicestershire 
Zouch 
Birstall B 41 Leicestershire 
Coalville A 51.5 Leicestershire 
Hinckley A 52 Leicestershire 
Loughborough A 52 Leicestershire 
Market A 52 Leicestershire 
Harborouah 
Oadbv B 52 Leicestershire 
Wigston A 54 Leicestershire 
Melton A 55 Leicestershire 
Mowbrav 
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Appendix Eleven 

B Leicester City Libraries: 1997 

Bookbus2 Leicester City 
Leicester Prison Leicester City 
Link 1 Leicester City 
Omni 
Slocking Farm C 8.5 Leicester City 
Ayleslone C 14.5 Leicester City 
Nelherhall C 15 Leicester City 
Thurnby Lodge C 16 Leicester City 
Humberslone C 18 Leicester City 
SI Matthews C 18 Leicester City 
Braunslone C 25 Leicester City 
Avenue 
New Parks C 25 Leicester City 
Rushey Mead C 29 Leicester City 
Fosse Cenlre C 31 Leicester City 
Age Concern C 32 Leicester City 
Southfields B 41 Leicester City 
Belgrave B 41.5 Leicester City 
Evington B 44 Leicester City 
Highflelds B 45 Leicester City 
Westcotes B 46 Leicester City 
Kn B 

Major 52.5 City 
Ith Major 52.5 Leicester City 
Drama 

and Major 52.5 City 

C Rutland County Libraries: 1997 

Ashwell Prison Rutland 
Mobile 9 Rulland 
Slocken Prison Rulland 
Ketton C 14 Rutland 
Ryhall C 14 Rutland 
Upping ham C 21 Rutland 
Oakham B 43 Rutland 
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Performance Indicators 

Issues per capita of books & other items 

No. of books and recordings available in 
libraries per capita 
No. of public libraries open 45 hours or more 
per week and open 10-44 hours per week as 
well as the number of mobiles. 
Number of visits per capita 

Expenditure per capita on books and other 
materials 
Net expenditure per capita 

Appendix Twelve 

Issues per lending item in stock (by category 
- adult fiction and non-fiction, children, audio, 
video) 
Net expenditure per loan 

Total expenditure and income per capita 

% of total expenditure on materials (by 
category: adult fiction and non-fiction, 
children, audio, video) and staff costs. 
Book issues per capita 

Other media issues (by category: audio 
(music), audio (talking book), CD ROMs and 
computer software, on-line and electronic 
media) per capita 
% of requests supplied within seven and 
within 30 days 
reference enquiries per capita 
% of opening hours outside 'office hours' 
(9am-5pm) 
% of total population who are library 
members 
% of library members who are active 
borrowers (borrowed within the preceding 12 
months) 
% of eligible people requesting housebound 
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